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ABSTRACT 
This dissertation is compiled on the study of Development and Improvement on 
subsonic wind tunnel developed in Universiti Teknologi Petronas (herein after is 
called UTP). The objective of this study is to design and develop a new open circuit 
subsonic wind tunnel that can operate under II m/s - 15 m/s. Basically, the project 
was divided onto two phases. In Phase I, the scope of study was to cover the 
literature review on theory regarding the sub sonic wind. The guidelines for the 
design then were selected and compiled to engineer a new sub sonic wind tunnel that 
meets the criteria given. The study in Phase I also covered the justification on fan 
selection and proper contraction ratio. In Phase II, the air flow quality such as 
turbulence intensity and velocity variations were investigated to verify the developed 
wind tunnel. The scope of study in Phase II included the understanding of working 
principle of hot wire anemometer as the tool needed to measure velocity and 
turbulence intensity. The methodology of approach to achieve the objective started 
from the literature review related to the airflow quality. Based on the literature 
review in phase II, an experiment was conducted to determine the velocity variation 
and the turbulence intensity in the test section. A constant temperature anemometer 
as one type hot wire anemometer is being used throughout the experiment. The 
result is obtained by using the Streamline/Streamware software. The sensor used for 
the experiment was ID(55Pll-Gold Plated Miniature wire probe) sensor due to the 
unavailable 2D(55P61-X wire probe) sensor during the experiment. . Based on the 
results obtained, it showed that the velocity of air throughout the test section was 
about 11 m/s - 12 m/s which meet the first objective of the project. The turbulence 
level was quite low although exceed the constraint of less than 0.1 %. This was 
basically due to the absent of the honeycomb in the settling chamber. However, the 
project can be concluded to be successful as it meet one of the design constraint 
which to operate under l 0 m/s - 15 m/s. 
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1.1 Background of Study 
The study of this project mainly was to develop an open circuit wind tunnel in UTP. 
The project was divided into two phases. Phase I of the project covered the 
understanding of working principle of open circuit wind tunnel. Then the theories of 
the designed were compiled in order to deliver a suitable open circuit wind tunnel for 
this project. Phase I also covered the justification of the drive system. Phase II of the 
project began immediately after the wind tunnel was completely fabricated and 
assembled. Under Phase II, the project was to determine the velocity in the test section 
and also the turbulence intensity in three sections of the test section namely right, 
middle and left side. The study also covers the experimental method to measure the 
velocity variation and turbulence intensities in the test section. 
1.2 Problem Statement 
The main task on this project is to develop a sub sonic wind tunnel which follows the 
following condition: 
• The test section area must be 30 em X 30 em 
• The flow speed in the test section in range of I 0 m/s-!Srn/s 
The term subsonic means that the wind tunnel will be operated below 0.3 mach or below 
134 rn/s. 
1.2 Objective and Scope of Study 
Generally, a wind tunnel is used to study aerodynamic properties of an object in a 
stationary manner including pressures, forces, velocities, and vibrations. Currently, 
UTP does not have a proper wind tunnel. Thus, for the ease of study, the existed wind 
tunnel will be redeveloped. 
Currently, UTP has a small scale wind turmel with improper operating condition. The 
main goal of this project is to redevelop a small scale wind turmel which can operate 
under I Om/s - 15 m/s for the use in UTP .By redeveloping this wind turmel, hopefully it 
can be fully utilize by the lecturers to visualize the flow characteristic to the students. 
The other objective for this project was to determine the velocity variations and 
turbulence intensity in the test section. The result of the experiment was being analyzed 
so that further recommendation and improvement will be stated later. 
Basically, the development of sub sonic wind tunnel will manipulate the pure 
mechanical principles such as Fluids Mechanic, Heat Transfer and Computer Aided 
Design. So, this project also will help us to integrate the knowledge on engineering, 
management and financial principles. 
This project is divided into two phase. Under phase I (August- November), this project 
will cover the study and design over the function of each part in wind tunnel The 
prototype of the wind tunnel will be constructed at the end of phase I. 
The phase II (January- April) of this project is to cover the study of the flow quality in 
the test section. Basically, the study will involve the understanding over Hot wire 
anemometer (CT A) and how to properly select the sensor and the experiment for 
procedure in order to obtained an accurate results. 
Gantt Chart for both Phase I and Phase II can be referred at Appendix A-1 and A-2 
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CHAPTER2 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY 
2.1 Overview of Wind Tunnel 
The wind tunnel actually a replacement of whirling arm and the first wind tunnel was 
built by Frank H. Wenham (1824-1908), a Council Member of the Aeronautical Society 
of Great Britain, in 1871. 
Generally, the wind tunnel is used to study aerodynamic properties of an object in a 
stationary manner including pressures, forces, velocities, and vibrations. Wind tunnel 
offer a rapid, economical, and accurate means for aerodynamic research. It is widely 
used in automotive and aeronautical fields to test the performance of objects such as car 
and plane wing. 
Wind tunnel also is used for research, in which experiments are done to investigate the 
microstructure of (turbulent) flows. Either by natural turbulence or by artificial 
generation, flow structures are analyzed in order to understand the flow system. 
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2.2 Wind Tunnel Classification 
Wind Tunnel 
Open Circuit Closed Circuit 
Single Annular Double 
Figure 2.1 : Types of wind tunnel 
Mainly there are two types of wind tunnel which are the Open circuit and the close 
circuit wind tunnel. In a Closed Circuit wind tunnel, the air that passes through the test 
section is drawn back into the fan and sent through the test section again and again. 
Please refer to figure 2 . Close circuit wind tunnel can be divided by 3 types which are 
single, annular and double return. 
Sa lance 




3000 HP mo1or Hear. Turnirlg vanes 
e•cnangar 
Figure 2.2 : Closed circuit wind tunnel' 
'Kas Kasravi, 19"' August 2003, <http:// www. Kasravi/cmu/tech452/aerodynamics> 
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Here are the summary of the advantages and disadvantages of close circuit wind tunnel 
Table 2.1 : Advantages and disadvantages of close circuit wind tunnel 
Advantaj!;es Disadvantages 
- In a well designed Closed Circuit wind - Closed Circuit Wind Tunnels are much 
tunnel, some energy is recovered due to more expensive to build due to the 
constant ambient condition. A smaller construction of the additional air return 
motor can be used. system 
- Closed Circuit Wind Tunnels are - The air in a Closed Circuit Vertical Wind 
completely enclosed, and so are shielded Tunnel is full of dust and debris from 
from rain and cold weather. clothing, cushions, etc. This is constantly 
recirculated, and IS very difficult to 
remove. 
The project is more focused on developing small scale open circuit wind tunnel for this 
project. In an Open Circuit Wind Tunnel, fresh air is drawn into the machine. The air 
that passes through the test section is discharged from the machine. Please refer top 
figure. 
The term small scale wind tunnel or low speed meaning that the wind tunnel that is 




Figure 2.3: Open circuit wind tunnel2 
2 Kas Kasravi, 19th August 2003,<http:// www. Kasravi/cmu/tech452/aerodynamics> 
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Here are the summary of the advantages and disadvantages of open circuit wind tunnel. 
Table 2.2 : Advantages and disadvantages of open circuit wind tunnel 
Advantages 
An Open Circuit Wind Tunnel is much 






not accurate - prone to changes in 
atmosphere and can require more power 
There may be dirt and insect coming 
through the wind tunnel 
Noisy due to fan. 
Fan 
Dflfi.IS!lr · 
/ / ~,/+TrIll -------t/~£ 
Contraction 
$Ddicn 
Figure 2.4 : Open circuit wind tunnel. 
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Basically, a wind tunnel consists of several parts which are a settling chamber, a 
contraction cone, a test section, a diffuser and also a drive system. (Please Refer to 
Figure 2.4) 
The functions of each part in the wind tunnel are shown in Table 2.3 below. 
Table 2.3 : Open circuit wind tunnel part and it function 
Section Function 
Settling chamber Honeycomb Straighten the air flow 
Air screen filter Filter dust and reduce turbulence effect 
To take a large volume of low-velocity air 
Contraction cone and reduce it to a small volume of high-
velocity air. Venture effect. 
Models of wings or planes are placed in 
the test section. 
Test Section As airflow IS brought to the desired 
velocity, sensors measure forces, such as 
lift and drag, on the test article. 
Where the air coming out of the test 
section slows down prior to exhausting or 
Diffuser recirculating. The air slows down due to 
the shape of the diffuser. By reducing 
power, the operating costs are reduced. 
The drive section provides the force that 
Extraction Fan causes air to move through the tunnel. 
This force normally comes from fans. 
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2.3 Small Scale Wind tunnel design rules 
The research was continued to find the suitable design including the design size by 
referring from the technical data and the books wrote by the respective peoples in this 
area. Table below lists the general rules for the wind tunnel designed. 
Table 2 4· Design rules for small low soeed wind tunnel .. 
Sections Design rules 
The settling chamber length of Yz times the 
inlet diameter is often used. The screen 
spacing (x) that equivalent to about 0.2 of 
Settling chamber length the settling chamber diameter performs 
successfully. Also, the distance between 
last screen and the contraction entry (z) has 
also been found to be about 0.2 of the 
cross sectional diameters? 
Contraction ratios between about 6 and 9 
are normally used at least for the smaller 
Contraction cone tunnel 3 
In common practice, the recommended 
length of the nozzle is , In= I x inlet radius 
The test section, which may be closed, 
open, partially open or convertible. The 
Test section test section length to hydraulic diameter 
ratio may be typically chosen to be 2 or 
more4 
3 Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979, Design Rules for small low speed wind tunnels 
4 Jewel B. Barlow, 1999, Low Speed Wind Tunnel Testing, John Wiley and Sons 
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Diffuser A diffuser of at least three or four test 
section lengths. The typical equivalent 
cone angle is range of 2 - 3.5° with the 
smaller angle being more desirable. The 
area ratio is typically 2-3, again with the 
smaller values be more desirable 5 
2.4 Fan Selection 
The fan for the wind tunnel system can be selected by using Fan Capacity Curve. 





Figure 2.5: Example offan capacity diagram6 
The system curve is plotted to our requirement and then compare it to the manufacturer 
curve which will result to several fans that match up to our specification. 
2.5 Material selections 
5 Jewel B. Barlow, 1999, Low Speed Wind Tunnel Testing, John Wiley and Sons 
6 The Engineering Toolbox, 5 October 2003, http://www.engineering toolbox.comlhvac.htm 
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Basically, there are 4 general criteria that we need to consider m selecting 
appropriate material for the wind tunnel, which are: 
I. Performance characteristics, which selecting materials with suitable 
properties 
2. Processing characteristics, such as finding the suitable process to form the 
material 
3. Environmental profile 
4. Budget, in term of material cost and processing cost 
Basically, the main material that we had in mind to construct the wind tunnel with is 
actually the wood. Overall frames and walls of the wind tunnel will be made of wood, 
including the contraction's walls and diffuser's walls. 
2.6 Air flow quality 
2.6.1 Reynolds Number 
The dimensionless Reynolds number is the primary parameter correlating the viscous 
behavior of all Newtonian fluids. 
Where V = velocity 
P =density 
11 = viscosity 
l =length. 
Re = inertia force = p VI 
Viscous force (2.1) 
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Reynolds number indicates type of flow in test section of wind tunnel whether it is 
turbulent, laminar or in the transition region. Turbulence is due to the nonuniformity 



































Figure 2.6 Boundary layer growth I nozzle-diffuser configuration 7 
Figure 2.3 above shows that parameters such as pressure, area, velocity and gradient are 
variables that change in values at different points or locations. Velocity increases when 
approaching through the nozzle to the throat. Throughout the nozzle, velocity is 
approximately constant. However, velocity decreases when approaching diffuser from 
the throat. Velocity of airflow may influence turbulence level. For instance, low 
velocity leads to boundary layer separation, and later leads to turbulence. 
7 Frank, M.White,l999, Fluid Mechanics, 4th edition, McGrawhilllntemational Editions, United States 
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2.6.2 Turbulence Intensity 
According to Osborne Reynolds (1895) rewriting the continuity and momentum 
equation, the time mean u of a turbulent function u(x,y,z,t) is defined by 
1 T 
u =-I u dt 
T o (2.2) 
where T is an averaging period taken to be longer than any significant period of the 
fluctuations themselves. The mean values of turbulent velocity is illustrates in figure 5 
below. 8 
The measure of turbulent intensity is 
-,-2 1 TI 
u =- u 
T o 
'
2 dt * 0 (2.3) 
However, each component of momentum equation, after time averaging, will contain 
mean values plus three mean products or correlation or fluctuating velocities. It reduces 
to the form of 
8 Frank, M.White,l999, Fluid Mechanics, 4'" edition, McGrawhill International Editions, United States 
12 
-- [- J [- J [- J du ap a au ---;2 a au -,-, a au -,-p-=--+pg +- jl--pu +- jl--puv +- jl -puw (24) 
dt ax xax ax cy cy az f}z . 




Figure below shows the distribution of turbulent shear from typical measurements 
across a turbulent shear layer near a wall. These experimental facts are useful for the 
velocity distribution across a turbulent wall layer. 
y y 
y = b'{x) 






ii(x, y)- joverlap layer 
Viscous wall layer 
Figure 2.8 Typical velocity and shear distribution in turbulent flow near a wall9 
For wind tunnel, the turbulence intensity in the test section without model should be 
kept as lower as possible. Ideally, there is no turbulence occurred in the test section. 
However, the turbulence level should be not exceed 0.1 % in order to maintain near zero 
turbulence level. 10 
9 Frank, M.White,l999, Fluid Mechanics, 4th edition, McGrawhill International Editions, United States 
10 Rafan,Nur Aidawaty,June 2003, Improvement on Subsonic Wind Tunnel in Universiti Teknologi 
Petronas 
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2. 7 Laser Doppler Anemometer and Hot Wire Anemometer working principles 
The laser Doppler velocimeter sends a monochromatic laser beam toward the target and 
collects the reflected radiation. According to the Doppler Effect, the change in 
wavelength of the reflected radiation is a function of the targeted object's relative 
velocity. Thus, the velocity of the object can be obtained by measuring the change in 
wavelength of the reflected laser light, which is done by forming an interference fringe 
pattern 
crossover point receiver photo 
(measurement collection I detecto' 
volume) ·"-.. enses ~ angle ·) .. , l ~;i.~';;CP~:.~ow ts:o .. . '=c :-:~;  
I signal output 
wire 
focusing 'I·· 
lens~ I' ~~ 
beam spltter -------:·'.'.·.: prism " 
laser --...J 
Figure 2.9: Laser Doppler basic operation11 
A laser power source is the essential part of a laser Doppler velocimeter (LDV). 
Typically, a Helium-Neon (HeN e) or Argon ion laser with a power of 10 mW to 20 W is 
used. Lasers have many advantages over other radiation/wave sources, including 
excellent frequency stability, small beam diameter (high coherence), and highly-focused 
energy. 
Laser Dopplers can be configured to act as flow meters or anemometers, by detecting 
the velocity of reflective particles entrained within a transparent flow field. 
11 Engineering Fundamental, <www.efunda.com/designstandards/sensors/hot~ wire/laser~ dopppler ~intra> 
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The Hot-Wire Anemometer is the most well known thermal anemometer, and measures 
a fluid velocity by noting the heat convected away by the fluid. The core of the 
anemometer is an exposed hot wire either heated up by a constant current or maintained 
at a constant temperature (refer to the schematic below). In either case, the heat lost to 
fluid convection is a function of the fluid velocity. 
v 
"""' 
Hot-wire made by 
Platinum or Tungsten j_ 
£iH~ 
!": / 
Figure 2.10 : Hot wire anemometer12 
By measuring the change in wire temperature under constant current or the current 
required to maintain a constant wire temperature, the heat lost can be obtained. The heat 
lost can then be converted into a fluid velocity in accordance with convective theory. 
Typically, the anemometer wire is made of platinum or tungsten and is 4- 10 Jlm (!58 
- 393 Jlin) in diameter and 1 mm (0.04 in) in length. 
Typical commercially available hot-wire anemometers have a flat frequency response 
(< 3 dB) up to 17kHz at the average velocity of 9.1 m/s (30 ft/s), 30kHz at 30.5 m/s 
(100 ft/s), or 50 kHz at 91 m/s (300 ft/s). 
12 Engineering Fundamental< www.efunda.com/designstandards/sensors/hot_ wire/hot_ wires_intro.cfin> 
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2.8 Hot Wire working principle 
Consider a wire that's immersed in a fluid flow. Assume that the wire, heated by an 
electrical current input, is in thermal equilibrium with its environment. The electrical 
power input is equal to the power lost to convective heat transfer, 
I 2Rw =h·Aw (rw -Tf) 
where I is the input current, Rw is the resistance of the wire, Tw and T1are the temperatures 
of the wire and fluid respectively, Aw is the projected wire surface area, and h is the heat 
transfer coefficient of the wire. 
The wire resistance Rw is also a function of temperature according to, 
where is the thermal coefficient of resistance and RRef is the resistance at the reference 
temperature TRef 
The heat transfer coefficient his a function of fluid velocity v1 according to King's law, 
h=a+b·v/ 
where a, b, and care coefficients obtained from calibration (c- 0.5). 
Combining the above three equations eliminate the heat transfer coefficient h, 
I2R 
a+b·vc = w 
f Aw(Tw -Tt) 
I 2RRef [Ha(Tw -TRed] 
= Aw(Tw-Tt) 
Continuing, the fluid velocity, 
Two types of thermal (hot-wire) anemometers are commonly used: constant-temperature 
and constant-current. 
The constant-temperature anemometers are more widely used than constant-current 
anemometers due to their reduced sensitivity to flow variations. Noting that the wire must 
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be heated up high enough (above the fluid temperature) to be effective, if the flow were to 
suddenly slow down, the wire might burn out in a constant-current anemometer. 
Conversely, if the flow were to suddenly speed up, the wire may be cooled completely 
resulting in a constant -current unit being unable to register quality data. 
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CHAPTER3 
METHODOLOGY/ PROJECT WORK 
3. METHODOLOGY/PROJECT WORK 
3.1 Procedure Identification 
The study is conducted in two phases. Phase I is a literature review and planning for the 
design and fabrication of the wind tunnel. Phase II is the improvement and testing 
period to achieve the objective. The methodology flow chart of project work is show in 
figure 3.4. 
3.2 Phase I -Engineering Design Approach 
3.2.1 Problem Definition 
The client need was being defined and well justified before the planning of the project 
begun. In this case, UTP was being considered as the client. The need and the constraint 
of the project was been identified through the task given 
3.2.2 Information Gathering 
Then, the information regarding the project was obtained through library, interview with 
technician and also from visit to the lab. The information also being acquired from the 
catalogues and brochures from the Internet. A visit to Universiti Sains Malaysia also 
was made in order to get a clear picture of the wind tunnel. 
3.2.3 Concept Generation 
Under concept generation, the step involved was brainstorming. Group members 
gathered together to evoke ideas. The mind mapping techniques was used to branch out 
the idea from the main problems. Then, parts of the wind tunnel were decomposed and 
being visualize through the assembly chart. 
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3.2.4 Concept Evaluation 
The concept of the design was being evaluated using the guidelines from the expert that 
recite their finding in journals and article over internet and books. 
3.2.5 Design Configuration 
In configuration design, the shape and the general dimensions of components were 
established. The material used was also being selected under this stage 
3.2.6 Parametric Design and detail Drawing 
The attributes of parts identified in configuration design now being enhanced in this 
stage. The design now also count the reliability factors and the tolerances use for the 
design. The final drawing in CAD was done during this final stage 
3.2. 7 Fabrication 
The fabrication of the prototype was done at the end phase I, where mostly the 
assembly and fabrication works has been done in the workshop by the guidance of 
respective technicians. The fabrication involves for the wind tunnel was the sheet metal 
and welding process. 
3.3 Phase II- Identify type of experiment for air flow quality evaluation 
The experiment to evaluate the air flow quality in the wind tunnel was being identified. 
The experiment was being conducted with the aid of Hot Wire Anemometer (CTA) 
which integrated with Streamline/Streamware software. Before the experiment can be 
conducted, the probe stand is designed to hold the probe support so that the probe wire 
will be at 90 degree against the airflow. In order to allow the probe holder going through 
the test section, upper side of test section should be drilled. Three holes are drilled 
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in order to test airflow in three different positions, which allocate the left, center and 
right side. The probe of hot wire anemometer should be placed perpendicular to the 
airflow. The probe position in test section is shown in Appendix A-3. 
Then, velocity of air and turbulence intensity in test section is measured using hot wire 
anemometer. The reading is taken with several measurements at one specified point. 
There are few points have been assigned in order to study the velocity profile and 
turbulence intensity. The points assigned are shown in figure 3.1 below. The testing area 
is 30 em from the inlet, which is in the middle of test section as figure 3 .2. The probe is 
assigned at 7 em from the wall and the center is at 15 em. The distance of probe position 




0-----------0--------------G}-- 7 em 
4 ' 7 
30 em 
2 (37-----------Ej)-------------~-- 15 em 
5 8 
3 23 em 
X I 0 I I 7em 15 em 23 em 








Table 3.1 Group of position 
Position 
I, 2, 3 
4,5,6 






Figure 3.2 Position of testing area from inlet of test section 
'fest section 
Figure 3.3 Experimental Setup13 
13 Rafan,Nur Aidawaty,June 2003, Improvement on Subsonic Wind Tunnel in Universiti Teknologi 
Petronas (pg 15) 
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3.4 Turbulence Intensity method of calculation 
One of the most important aspects of the flow quality in a wind-tunnel is the level of 
turbulence intensity. During the design of the wind-tunnel, a lot of work was devoted to 
ensure that the parts used for turbulence damping, such as screens, honeycomb and 
contraction would work well,(see section 2.5). The measurement of the turbulence 
intensity in both the streamwise and crossstream directions were made to verify the 
quality of the design of these parts. 
The turbulence intensity is defined as where Ix, Iy and Iz are the turbulence 
intensities in the streamwise, the crossstream vertical and the cross-stream horizontal 
directions, respectively, and U is the streamwise mean velocity. 
For wind tunnel, the turbulence intensity in the test section without model should 
be kept as lower as possible. Ideally, there is no turbulence occurred in the test section. 
However, the turbulence level should be not exceed 0.1 % in order to maintain near zero 
turbulence level. 14 
For this study, the steps taken by the previous student will be followed in order to 
determine the turbulence intensity in the wind tunnel. 
Turbulence intensity was obtained using two difference equation . First equation 
defined urbulence intensity as the ratio of the RMS value of velocity component to its 
mean value. 15 
0.032 Vv:<-.Ti <: Moon= 0.001 




-0.046 0 I 0.102 0.205 0.307 0.410 0.512 
Figure 3.4 : example of velocity reading 
14 Rafan,Nur Aidawaty,June 2003, Improvement on Subsonic Wind Tunnel in Universiti Teknologi 
Petronas(pg 33) 
15 Finn,E.Jorgensen,2002, How to Measure Turbulence With Hot Wire Anemometer, Dantec Dynamic 
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Where, 
- URMS Turbulence Intensity,! - --
Umean 
] N Umean~-LUi 
NI 
U _ (-~-~(U -U )2)o.s RMS - L...J i mean 
N-1 I 
For Streamware/Streamline software, N =no. of samples 
Second equation defines turbulence intensity ,I as 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where reference velocity, Uref = ( U2mean + V2mean + W2mean )1!2 
and 
kinetic energy, ke = ~ ( ;;-2 + ~2 + w2 ) where;;-,~, ware mean fluctuated velocity. 
A sample calculation of turbulence intensities is shown in Appendix A-1 . 
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The result obtained will be in term of velocity graph against distance at near wall and 
across the test section. The comparison between the two methods were being analyzed 
and compared. 
3.5 Tool and Equipment 
For this research study, the tool needed to measure velocity is hot wire anemometer. Hot 
wire anemometer is the most well known thermal anemometer and measures a fluid 




Hot-wlre made by 
Platinum or Tungsten 
Figure 3.5 Hot wire anemometer16 
3.5.1 Hot Wire Anemometer 
The hot wire anemometer used is constant temperature anemometer. The model of hot 
wire anemometer is Flowpoint Velocity Measuring System with the software of 
Streamline/Streamware. This model is a Dantec Dynamics product. The probe used is 2 
dimensional which is more accurate compared to the I dimensional direction. The 
maximum frequency response is I 0 kHz. The typical velocity range is 0.15 to I 00 rn!s in 
air or 0.03 to I 0 rn!s in water. All key flow parameters can be shown, in user selectable 
units of measure, with real time graphical display. Mean velocity and turbulence 
intensity are displayed immediately. The analysis is done by using software Streamline/ 
16 Engineering Fundamental, <www.efunda.com/designstandards/sensors/hot_ wire/hot_ wires _intro.cfm> 
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Stream Ware Analysis. The steps taken to operate the hot wire anemometer are shown in 
Appendix C-2. The components of hot wire anemometer are shown in Appendix C-3. 
3.5.2 Probe selection 
Probes are primarily selected on basis of 
~ Fluid medium 
~ Number of velocity components to be measured (1-, 2- or 3) 
~ Expected velocity range 
~ Quantity to be measured (velocity, wall shear stress etc.) 
~ Required spatial resolution 
~ Turbulence intensity and fluctuation frequency in the flow 
~ Temperature variations 
~ Available space around the measuring point (free flow, boundary layer flows, 
confined flows). 
3.5.3 Sensors 
Probes are available in one-, two- and three-dimensional versions as single-, dual and 
triple sensor probes referring to the number of sensors. Since the sensors (wires or fibre-
films) respond to both magnitude and direction of the velocity vector, information about 
both can be obtained , only when two or more sensors are placed under different angles 
to the flow vector[14]. This experiment was conducted using 1 D(55P11) sensor since 2 
D sensor was broken and unavailable to be use. 
Figure 3.6 : lD sensors17 
17 Finn,E.Jorgensen,2002, How to Measure Turbulence With Hot Wire Anemometer, Dantec Dynamic 
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3.6 Software 
The software used for both phases were summarized as below. CA TIA 
solution was used to produce the engineering drawing complete with the 
dimensions. In second phase, Streamline/Streamware software was used to 
analyze the data acquired from the hot wire anemometer. Microsoft Excel 
was used to generate graph and to do calculations regarding turbulence 
intensity and fluctuated velocity. 
Phase 1 
Table 3 2 · Tools needed in ohase I 
Stage Tools needed 
Literature PC equipped with word processing sofware and internet access, digital 
camera 
Design PC equipped with CAD especially CATIA 
Phase2 
Table 3.3 :Tools needed in phase 2 
Stage Tools needed 
PC equipped with word processing sofware and internet access, digital 
Literature camera 
implementation Streamline/Streamware(Data Acquiring), Microsoft Excel( Analysis) 
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CHAPTER4 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
4.0 Result and discussion 
4.1 Technical drawing 
Figure 4.1 below visualize the design engineered using the law that been quoted earlier 
in Section 2. Details calculations for each part are listed below. The engineering 
drawing generated by CATIA can be referred at Appendix A-4 
_ _ _________ -'V-------,= ...c=-:: ..:-:: ... :-:-: ..~ ... ::-: ..-:5 ... ::.-::-.. _]_eG ..~ .. 2~_.6~}~0 ----l 
D 
A B c 
-------L.____.Yv/'---~------1 
y '-y--J "---y-J "--------.......-. .------------
0.45 m 0.45 m 0.6 m 
2.4 m 
Figure 4.1: Length of each section for designed wind tunnel 
Legend 
A = Settling chamber 
B = Contraction cone 
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L 
To test section 
...___. 
...... ~ 
0.02 0.02 0.18 0. 8 
~------- 0.45m -------1> 
Figure 4.2: The arrangement of honeycomb and screens within the settling 
chamber 
Calculation for wind tunnel design (please refer to figure 4.1 and 4.2) 
A) Settling chamber length 
The settling chamber length of y, times the inlet diameter is often used. 
Inlet hydraulic diameter calculation (since the inlet is noncircular ). 
For given Contraction ratio, Cr = 9 
Inlet area, Ain = Cr x (test section area) 
= 9 x 0.09 m2 
= 0.81 m2 





Settling chamber length, l,c = 0.5 x 0.9 m = 0.45 m 
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The screen spacing (x) that equivalent to about 0.2 of the settling chamber diameter 
performs successfully. Also, the distance between last screen and the contraction entry (z) 
has also been found to be about 0.2 of the cross sectional diameters. 
So, spacing between screens, x = (0.2) x 0.9m 
= 0.18 m 
also, known z = x 
thus, z = 0.18 m (Please refer to figure 3) 
Honeycomb size calculation 
For maximum benefit, the cell length should be about 6-8 times its diameter. The cell size 
should be smaller than the smallest lateral wavelength of the velocity variation 
thoroughly 150 cells per settling chamber diameter18 
So, the cell size is equal by= 0.9 m /150 cell per settling chamber diameter 
= 6 mm per cell size 
cell length= 8 X 6 = 48 mm' 50 mm 
The cell length should be approximately about 8 times of the cell size. From the 
calculation, we had determined the cell size approximately 6 mm where will result of 
the cell length of 50 mm. The cell size of 6mm is about the size of a common straw. So, 
we decide to list the straw as one of the alternative to overcome the honeycomb price 
problem in case we could not find additional fund to this project. 
Figure 4.3: Honeycomb size 
0.9m 
18 Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979, Design Rules for small low speed wind tunnels 
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B) Contraction cone 
Contraction ratios between about 6 and 9 are normally used at least for the smaller 
tunnel 19 
In common practice, the recommended length of the nozzle is , ln = I x inlet radius 
Since inlet Dh = 0.9 m, 
So, inlet radius, r;n = 0.45 m 
Thus, nozzle length, In = I x 0.45 m 
=0.45 m 
C) Test section 
The test section, which may be closed, open, partially open or convertible. The test 
section length to hydraulic diameter ratio may be typically chosen to be 2 or more, in 
contrast to the shorter test sections earlier era tunne!20 
Dh for test section = 0.3 m 
S !, - 2 0-
'D h 
Thus, its= 2 x 0.3 m 
=0.6m 
D) Diffuser 
A diffuser of at least three or four test section lengths. The typical equivalent cone angle 
is in the range of2- 3.5 o with the smaller angle being more desirable. The area ratio is 
typically 2-3, again with the smaller values to be more desirable21 
Diffuser length, ld = 4 0.6 m 
=2.4m 
Selected area ratio for diffuser, A, = 3 
Thus, Aexit = 3 X Ats 
= 3 x 0.09 m2 
= 0.27 m2 
19 Mehta and Bradshaw, 1979, Design Rules for small low speed wind tunnel 
20 Jewel B. Barlow, 1999, Low Speed Wind Tunnel Testing, John Wiley and Sons 
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to find contraction angle, 8, 
lexit = ..J0.27 m2 
=0.52m 
. 1 8 -I [(o.s2- o.3)/2] so, contractiOn ang e, =tan 
2.4 
= 2.62° 
Figure 4.4: CATIA 3D Generated Design 
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4.2 Fan Selection 
At first, the selection was made by using the air flow rate characteristic. It was because 
the fan that on market can be bought by stating the air flow rate needed. Thus an 
assumption that the flow rate for the fan must be equal to the flow rate in the test 
section was made which is about : 
0.09 m2 x 15 ms-1 = 1.35 m3/s or 81m3/m. (test section area x air speed) 
But this assumption was not appropriate according to Mr. Shiraz, Thermal System 
Design lecturer. According to him, by doing that, the function of the diffuser which 
mainly to reduce the power needed to extract the air will be neglected. 
The meeting ends up with a recommendation to use the Fan Capacity curve in order to . 
determine the suitable fan needed. To plot the graph, the assumption made was not to 
neglect the pressure lost due to friction and velocity drop. (The static and the dynamic 
pressure) 
The equation involve is 
P2=P{~n, 
Where P2 = dynamic pressure at exit of diffuser 
PI = dynamic pressure at exit of test section 
Ql= Flowrate at exit of test section 
Q2 = Flowrate at diffuser 
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Graph 1 : Pressure vs Flowrate 
180 
160 











20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Flowrate (m3/min) 
Figure 4.5 : Fan System for the wind turmel 
The System curve will be suited with the manufacturer fan curve to determine the 
suitable extraction fan needed to extract 81 m3/m air flow rate from the test section. 
From the manufacturer curve, few fans will be listed. From there, the selected fan will 
be choose on several constraint which are: 
I. Air flow rate characteristic - can extract air to the test section in range of 80 to 
85 m3/min 
2. Size- not bigger than 0.52 m X 0.52 m 
3. Cost- around RM 500 
Second alternative is to buy the motor and blade from the second hand shop. By this 
means, the cost can be reduced. But it will jeopardize the availability of the system. 
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4.3 Material selection 
The suggested material for the wind tunnel is summarized below 
Settling chamber 
Table 4.1: Materials use in settling chamber 
Parts Materials 
Chamber Wall Plywood or aluminum sheet or 
Zinc 
Honeycomb Phenolic or Aluminum or Zinc or 
straws 
Screens Nylon Mesh or Metal Mesh 
Test section 
Table 4 2 · Materials use in test section and overall parts ..
Parts Materials 
Test Section Frame Wooden Frame 
Sides, Top And Bottom Panels Plexiglas 
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4.4 Cost 
Table 4.3 below summarized the cost to fabricate the wind tunnel. 
Table 4.3: Cost for constructing the wind tunnel 
No. Description Purpose Quantity Price (RM) 
I Construction 
C plate (0.8 mm thickness) Wind Tunnel Body 5 400 
sheet 
Wind Tunnel stand Support Wind Tunnel 200 
Workmanship 400 
2 Accessories 
Straw Honeycomb 30 packets 9 
Wayarmesh Screen ( 4'X3') Screens I 22 
Perspex See through section I 40 
Exhaust Fan Main driver I 235 
Specifications 
Type : Single Phase 
Size . 20 " 
Speed : 1440RPM 
Flowrate :95m3/min 
Yi X :Y. Bolts 1.3 Kg 6.50 
Glu & Blue Board 16.70 
Total 1325.20 
Unfortunately, the honeycomb was being vandalized during its construction in the 
common room. 
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4.5 Analysis on Low Speed Wind Tunnel 
Designing parameter of wind tunnel is influenced by the achievable Reynolds Number. 
From equation 2.1, the Reynolds Number is given by: 
R=pVI 
J1 
Where p = air density , 1.22 kg/m3 
fl = viscosity , 1.8 x 10-5 N sec/m2 
V = air velocity 
I = test section length 
Reynolds number is not appropriate to use for this study. It is because that to use this 
equation, the length of the test section should be a constant while the speed is a variable. 
The velocity should not be reduced since that lower velocity will leads to separation that 
increase in turbulence. Because of different variable in the parameter that being studied, 
it is concluded that the turbulence intensity will be determined experimentally using hot 
wire anemometer instead of using Reynolds equation. 
However, the max achievable Reynolds number can be determined using Reynolds 
equation for given velocity and diameter in the test section. 
4.6 Experimental Analysis on Wind Tunnel 
The procedure to run the experiment was based on the manual of 
Streamline/Streamware Software.(Setup can be referred at Appendix C-1, C-2 and C-
3) The velocity is displayed in term of fluctuated velocity. The graph of velocity for 
each point is shown in Appendix D-1. Velocity profile when the distance is increased 
can be obtained by plotting graph based on data for each point. Based on the velocity 
reading obtained while running the experiment, a graph is plotted. As a result, the graph 
shows the behavior of velocity when distance is vertically decreased in each side. 
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Figure 4.6 : velocity distribution for the flow of a Newtonian fluid between two parallel 
plates21 
The equation to determine local velocities is given by 
U =3V[l-(y/h)2] 
2 
Where U = local velocities, m/s 
h=radius, m 
y = distance from center, m 
From the equation, the velocity variations in the test section would be theoretically 
shape a parabolic form where a zero velocity is obtains near the wall for non-slip 
condition and maximum velocity is obtained at the center of the test section. The 
velocity variations in the test section are shown in the next page. 
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Figure 4.9 : velocity variation on right Side of test section 
The velocity variation at the left side shows that it is slightly increased when towards the 
middle and decrease towards the bottom wall. At center of test section, the velocity 
increases from top to the center of test section and slightly decreases towards bottom 
wall. Finally, right side of test section shows an increase in velocity compared to other 
portion. The velocity is dramatically increasing when towards center but nearly constant 
when towards the top wall. This is slightly deviates from the theoretical behavior. This 
might be due to the surrounding disturbances such as excess air and rough surface. The 
velocity should be slower when flowing near the wall. However, the velocity variations 
for 3 sides of the test section showed an identical pattern as can be seen through the 
graphs above. 
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Turbulence intensities will show the level of turbulence occurred in the test section. The 
turbulence level was being determined using equation 3.1 and 3.2. Both equation yield 
the turbulence level at each point and the comparison between two methods was plotted. 
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Figure 4.12: Comparison Between Result of Equation 3.1 and Equation 3.2 (Right Side) 
From the graph plotted for each point and comparing the two methods, it can be seen 
that there are differences in the result obtained. The value and the differences percentage 
compare to the equation 3.1 was tabulated in table 4.4 below. 
Table 4.4 : Turbulence Intensity for both method of calculation 
Turbulence Intensity, I Difference 
Point Equation 3.1 Equation 3.2 (%) 
1 0.014656 0.02018 37.69 
2 0.009379 0.005088 45.75 
3 0.006318 0.003753 40.60 
4 0.007629 0.003715 51.30 
5 0.004743 0.005251 10.70 
6 0.004953 0.00591 19.31 
7 0.013752 0.007622 44.58 
8 0.011864 0.010751 9.39 
9 0.035324 0.010817 69.38 
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Equation 3.1 relatively calculate the fluctuated value by average value of all fluctuated 
velocity while equation 3.2 was calculated using the fluctuated velocity at only 5 point 
of measurement. It was most likely equation 3.1 will derive more accurate result 
compare to equation 3.2. the RMS value was obtained from Streamline/Streamware 
software auto generated value. 
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Figure 4.13: Turbulence Intensities distribution in the test section 
Comparing the turbulence level for each side, it shows that the highest turbulence level 
is occurred at the bottom wall at right side of test section. This might be due to the 
excess air in test section that is coming through the opening section of test section. The 
poor design has somehow created an opening that might cause unwanted air entering to 
the test section from side wall and not directly from nozzle. Nevertheless, the turbulence 
level is shows a same value at the middle of each side of tests the section. In general, 
turbulence is highly occurred near the wall, which is not theoretically correct. This is 
probably high due to the poor fabrication of opening wall at all three side of top, left and 
right test section. However, turbulence is low at the center of the test section, which is 
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shown on the graph in figure 4.12. The turbulence level at the center is found to be 
lower compared to the other portion in test section. Beside that, the turbulence level 
occurred at the middle part of test section is around 0.005. 
There is no benchmark for theoretical velocity profile to be referred. But as can be seen 
from the figure, the turbulence intensity are much more likely the same at all point 
except regardless point 9(bottom wall right side of test section). The velocity profiles 
also shows that high speed can be obtained at the middle of the test section and much 
slower at the wall as can expected theoretically. The overall turbulence intensity level 
varies from 0.005 to 0.015. This values exceed the preferred turbulence intensities level 
in the test section ( <0 .I%) due to the several factors such as the absence of the 
honeycomb in the settling chamber, swirl wind from the fan and also the current 
fluctuation from the source that might not stabilize the fan movement. 
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CHAPTERS 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
5.1 Conclusion 
This project has met the objectives of the study, which were to design and fabricate a 
subsonic wind tunnel in UTP, and also to obtain velocity in the test section in the range 
of I 0 m/s-15 m/s for the given constraint ofthe test section dimension. 
It was obvious that in order to obtain the desired velocity in the test section, a proper 
consideration and justification on drive section must be made compared to the design of 
other part in the wind tunnel. 
In this project, the only failure was to obtain turbulence intensity level less than 0.1 %. 
As been mentioned before, the experiment of verification of the turbulence intensity 
level was made in the absent of the honeycomb in the settling chamber. This was due 
the lack of time to fabricate it by the team project and also other obstacle such as the 
honeycomb being vandalized by the lack of attention during the process of fabricating it. 
However, the turbulence intensity level has shown that an acceptable distribution around 
the test section which means that a well distributed flow occur in the wind tunnel itself. 
5.2 Recommendation 
Further study is recommended to prepare the better wind tunnel as well as to improve 
the airflow quality. One of the approaches is to install the honeycomb to improve 
airflow quality in the test section. A screen or a honeycomb also should be installed in 
the diffuser to reduce the swirl effect from fan blade rotation. The procedure to 
determine air flow should be similar as experimentation conducted for current project 
but can be conducted using 2D sensor to get more accurate result compare I D sensor 
analysis. The experimental work should be done with the use of voltage stabilizer in 
order to reduce the fluctuated current and lastly to acquired constant speed of fan. 
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More point should be taken for velocity reading to determine the velocities variations in 
the test section. It is because a velocity variation in the wind tunnel is a quadratic related 
to the local velocities and not linearly related. By taking only 3 points a triangle shape of 
velocity variations is obtained which does not agree theoretically with the expected 
velocity variations shape between two plates. As been mentioned before,(see section 
4.6), supposedly a parabolic shape is obtained from given local velocities taken in the 
test section. So, it is highly recommended to take at least 5 or more points for each axes 
x andy so that a more detail velocity variation shape can be determined. 
Further study on the effect of honeycomb in local location in the settling chamber to 
turbulence intensity level also can be conducted in the future. The distance between 
honeycomb and the test section do give impact to the turbulence intensity level. As an 
initiator, an article about it has been included in the Appendix E. 
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Planned Gantt Chart for Phase I. 
0 I Weeks 1 2 3 4 
1 Selection of Project Topic 
Topic assigned to student 
2 Preliminary Research Work 
Introduction 
Objectives 
List of literature 
Project planning 
3 Submission of Preliminary Report 
4 Project work 
Calculation 
Design 
5 Submission of Progress Report 
6 Project work continue 
Material preparation 
fabrication/workshop 
7 Submission of Interim Report final draft 
8 Oral Presentation 
9 Submission oflnterim Report 
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Planned Gantt Chart for Phase II 
No 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Preliminary Research Work 
Project plannin~ . '·' . 
Introduction (air flow testing methods) . 
Selection of most appropriate method . '[ lY • 
and further study on selected method 
Submission of progress report 1 • 
Project work continue 
Initial development of selected method ·J~ it·•···.•··· (redesign test section) and probe holder fabrication 
Preparation of experiment ... 
Submission of progress report 2 
Project work continue 
Run the experiment 
Analysis 
Poster submission 
Submission of Dissertation Final Draft 
Oral Presentation 
Submission of project dissertation 
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Using equation 3.1, 
I 
I = 
( }ke ) 2 
Uref 
Uref= ( U2mean + V2mean + W2mean )112 
=11.599 
kinetic energy, ke = Yz(O. 1643672) 
= 0.01351 
Hence, 










Setup and Operation of Constant Temperature Anemometer (CT A) Flow Chart10 
Operation 
I Attach the probe to the probe support I ' ' ,...... Operate the wind tunnel 
' 
+ ' ' ~ I Attach the probe support to the probe cable I ' 




Select types of output required 
' I Attach the complete set of probe to the probe holder I Set ' ~ ' 
' -----
------------------------------. 
' Start online analysis I 





Click right mouse button 
I Create new project I ' into the graph display and ' 
' select Auto~scale 
+ ' Select National Instrument ' ~ j Select AID Driver I AT/PCI-Ml0-16E-4 ' I / 
' ( Stop ) 
' 
Select type of probe I ' 
' 
' 
I I ' I System configuration ~ Select AID Board ' ' 





I Initialize the hardware j ' 
' 
/I Set to operate I 
I Run the CT A output ~(§0 I Set overheat I 
I I ' Set to standby ' 
' ~ ' ' 
' 
' I Insert min and max velocity I ' [ Set velocity calibration ' 





Components of hot wire anemometer 
Anemometer 




\ \ \ 
\ Conditioner Box \ Board 
,----'.- -- ,- \ ~ 'l==t:[):fl=. ·~ {=l>-- D @ ~'A!:! t=~o~110~oo~11~1l=] 
.Senro Firfer Gam .. ' I 
Bridgr;, loop 





Raw data (in m/s) 
Point 1 2 3 4 
1 0.006889 0.016384 0.0081 0.003025 
2 0.000144 0.001024 3.6E-05 0.018769 
3 0.006889 0.016384 3.6E-05 0.003025 
4 0.801025 0.016384 0.010404 0.001681 
5 0.006889 0.004225 0.010404 0.001681 
V fluctuated A veraoe 0.164367 0.01088 0.005796 0.005636 
Ymean 11.599 11.835 11.713 11.666 
VRMs 0.17 0.111 0.074 0.089 
Reading 
5 6 7 
0.009801 0.036481 0.036481 
9E-06 0.008836 0.037249 
0.009801 0.008836 0 
9E-06 0.008836 0.036481 
0.038025 0.008836 0.009216 
0.011529 0.014365 0.023885 
11.806 11.709 11.707 































































Appendix E : Relevant Journals 
4 
:primed _from THE AERONAUTICAL JOURNAl OF THE ROYAL AERON},UTJCAL SOCIETY, November 1979] 
·Technical Notes 
Design rules for smaiUow speed wind tunnels 
R. D. MEHTA and P. BRADSHAW 
Technical Notes 
Design rules for smaltlow speed wind tunnels 
INTROOUCT!ON 
ven with tDd;:;y's computers. a wi.nd tunnel is an essential 
,ol in e-ngineering. both for model tests and basic re-
arch. Since the 1 930s, when the strong effect of free-
ream turbulence on 1;;hear layer!<. became. apparent, 
npha~is ha~ been laid on wind tunnels lvith low Jl!vels 
· turbulence and unsteadiness. Consequently most high 
;rformance wind tunnels \-Vere designed as closed-circuit 
p:::s (Fig. f((;)) to ensure :1 controlled return flow. How7 
't'"T~ as will be set·-n be1ow1 it .is possible \Vith care to 
:.bicvc high performance from an open-c.ir-cuit tunn_el., 
ns saving Sl1::tcc and construction co-st 'Biower' hmnels 
<ith the fan ill entry to the tunnel, Fig. l{b)) facilit:tte 
rgc. ch~tnges in working section arrangements; to cfrpe 
ith the resulting large changes in operaling conditions, 
centrifugal fan i" prefera_bie t-o an axial one. Fo-r ease. 
c-himging working .'!cctions the exit diffuser i-~ often 
Tdtted fwm small b~ower tunnels, at the. cost of t~ powe-r 
c::or ~reater than unity. This paper concentrates on the 
~sign ~of mwil hlc>tvet: tunnels but. most of the infor~ 
;·tticm is applicahlc to wind tunnels in generaL 
:\ !arec- ()pen~circuit tunnel would h:e of rather incon~ 
micnt d.irnensions, mainly in length. Also, an open~ 
rcuit tunnel requires enough free worn around it -so 
at the qualily of the return flow is not affected signifi~ 
,ntly !,.remember that an open~circuit tunn-e:l in a room is 
11Hy a dosed~cirtuit tunnel with a -poorly~designed re· 
rn leg), Th'07 choice may al.so be restricted ·t,y the- maxi~ 
um o;vailable. b1oweT size. A working section Re per 
etre of more than ·about 3 x 10'~ (a speed of about 
) ms- 1) is ran~ in blower tunnels of what-evt.r :-;it,e, and 
mwJcrciul blowers capable of producing such a speed in 
seGtion more t·han abDut l m~ in area are also rare. 
The main advantage of open.circuir tunnels is in the 
viag: of sp;~ce and cost. They also suffer le~s from 
m_peraturc changes (mainly be.cause. room volume p 
nnel volume) and t.he performance of a fan fiHed ·at 
e ups1rNtm end is nHl affected by distuTbed flow from 
e ·working ~ecrJo:n. One disadvantage of ctn}' ·Open· 
rcuit tunn~l w.itb un exit diffuser i.<:: that the pressure ls 
\l."ays less than atmospheric and so spurious jets iF>:~lle 
om hoks left un:patch-ed. alth-ough this c-an be~ remet";iied 
.r oh&rructing the- tunnel outl.et and creating an <.wer~ 
·e.swre in the working section, The main adv<mtt(ge of 
cemrifuual blower, Bs distinct from an -axial fan, is _that 
p(:~rfom1s. •veil over a I:irge range of 16ad.s {the whole 
;,_de being at the same incide-n-ce and h-ence otJet\'ltiO:g 
the sai;;_e lift coi;'J:llciem). The only advantage, Of H 
1-:lion tunnel, with a centrifugal or axial 'fan at eXit~ ·is 
e dubious one that :dr coming from- the- tunnel ro0fn 
ay he le!:i~ disturbe-d than that coming-·.from a fan, 
!l. )$ difficult and unwise to lay down- firm -design. rule5 
alnly bcc.n.use- of the wide variety o-f requirerne.nts._and 
pecial.ly the wkk variety d work-ing•section. wnfiguia-
:>1'1!-:. An attempl is made. here to present design guide· 
R. 0. MEHTA and P. BRADSHAW 
ilncs for the main com1x~nents. of c'. '.-vind tunnel---the fan, 
wide-.a:ri'gle· diffuser~ corner vanes, settling chamber, cOn· 
Lrac-tion and exit diffuser (Fig. I)-based on daia from 
_<>uccessftil. deSit!'nS and ---some original experiments, For 
details-·of -the data corr-elations see 1v1ehta (1977) ·and-for 
comph~ic-details of the experiments and design procedure 
see Mehta (1978\. 
2. FANS 
2.1 _ A~ial flow fans 
The usu·a1 arrange.rnenJ in a closed-circuit tunnel. is 11 
stator ('preyrotation vnnes") upstream of the rotor (the 
fnn proper}, de-s-igned so that the swirl. at t~x.it is zero. 
Jn the cttse of an open~circuit tunne'l. swirl p.re.sent in the 
ff{lw out of the fan may be dissipated before the flow 
reaches the imake, but u remainins ;idvr:.ntage Qf pre-
rotation vanes :i~ that the flow velocity rehnivc to the fan 
blades. _i:;. larger than "if the stator i1> absent or located 
downstream of the fan< 
2.1.1. Fcm snlidity 
The design procedure outlined 1:->y .Bradshtt\-V and hwk-
hurst .(1964) is stm an adeqtlat·e guide. The only s.eri(llllJ 
;:n:dhiem:·found In fan design tha.t is not found in the-
design- Of \Vings. for low-speed n.irc:raft is the interference 
bctwe-en:··t:he flow fields: of the blades. This interference 
d.:!PendS--.--ruainly- on -tbe-~SolidHf, ihe- .mtit.• of. blade chord 
to:-the ·_-gap· .'betw-een" blades.:(n1·-e.aSured arot.md the drcum-
ferenceJ; Prot,iding that-- :the solidity- is less than unity 
app.r'oxiJnateJy, _interferenc·e-· js-sman enough to be treated 
!iS-· a_ __ -small Corrt'!ttiOrt-.to·.the "petfnrmrl.:t!CC- -Of 8.tl isoi:ded 
aerOfoH:;·_:-:r_or .higher .s_l11idlf!eir_·lh~ flow '-annot be .accu.r~ 
ate!v ,l'ehdcd 'to-thnt.round an iso1aled aerofoil., ·and dn.ta 
fOr ' 1caScadcis'-'-i.fnws ·or -·aG.tl)fdils·.arnmged ·Jn the same 
m<mnet it~(- coiner -vaneS) ntUsL ·be used instead. The 
solldJ!'y .-v~t'rie.s \Vlth riidiu~.- and "in orde.r to usc the ~ame 
I 
.. •,' "-,' ~-'-" 
~~<•·r~• 
I :;-;~>;c 
li ''-----\'. I ---''--'"·''-J li ........ -  ~-:_-~_, ___ -,_-."-,-,_..-  ...,.-// ]t;i .. 
~----_,JlJ._. ___ ---J 
Figure 1(a). The main components o'f a· -typical closed· 





ure 1{b.l_ The main components tJi a typlcaf blower 
tunneL {Not !0 sc<:ile.) 
;ign pmce.dure for the whole length oi the blade. _it j~' 
•ir;·tble- to keep the solidity at the wot belov.' unity by 
mming the fan Dn a ~~entraJ n:Ke1le \Vhnse maximum 
lmetcr i!'l roughly half the bn diameleL 
.2. Bivde d-esign 
_ial. .f:1.n eiTicienc-ies ;uc of the mder of 90% so th<it 
nimisathm of losses is n\?t usually importxnt,. Aild .t-he 
ml pt(lcedure ls to choose the blade lift coeffi-cient to 
a~ high as is ~aft-, irrespective of Hft,!dwg :ratio; valnes-
0· 7 lo (\·9 are typicaL 
.3. Pre-rotation vdne.t 
;~rotation vanes :ohould be nm at a lift coeflldeiiJ m1t 
1 far abm'e tbat for maximum lift/iimg -r<~.tl()_ 'because 
ir wakes pass through the .fan: to limll' the·.re~itlting 
i~;t\ the ti:Xlrd distance. -between the rndHng: edge .-uf' the· 
:·~rmalion vanes ;md the _.Je~~di.ng:. e,Ug_e of thefarr_blades. 
mld be at least 20'.~~ ()f the va-ne chord <tnd the nUmber 
bn bhtde8 should be ditfe.reol frorn the l'l1lmher of 
It!>. Pr't~·tohttlu:n vane soHd}ties usually fa!! ·into the 
:cmic range. 
An R!ternative to pre-rot~tion v~tnes for :~ __ Hghtly 
ded fan is a set N~ st.raighle-ner vane-~ doWnStrea-m 6[ 
fan. 
For detailed design rules for pre·rNaiion va:rres, . .fan 
de.« and :;traighteners see BradShaw and Partkbunt. 
{>4). 
Centrifugal blowers 
ntrifugal blowers are normally used to drive--_ open· 
~uit wnnels from the upstream end: <.t hlmVe:r: ·could 
insmllcd at the exit- instead but this has no--pfiriicul:tr 
,'antagc. Single-·inlet bl0\1/ers Could. aJsn. -be .u~·ed-':. to 
ve rctm.n-circoit tunnels- by installing fhem: in: .. --ot\e'.·Ot 
corners. Single-inlet bl'owers a:re fOund -to _pr~dUce: a 
·tex-type flow (due to the asymmetric _positioning.:o'f 
impeller:\ which wtntld.'.~~id.-wall.fl{l\V ~ttmchment".in the 
l\'·angie diffuser'. This _-c-·ompen~ate)1 ft:w J.ht' rft."'inw 
unih1rmit)f -of the flm~· (\•?hich .is ;;l.;;o improved by the 
screens in the wide-angle diffuser and the .-;eltling 
chambe-r). 
2.2.1. Adv<Jntages over other faM 
Centrifugal blowers nm n•ith reasonable s.te:ad.ine-ss <tnd 
effki-C:ncy-_ o'i.··tr. a wide range of flmv co-nditi-ons (i.e. vary-
ing tunnel-_poWe:r factor) because the whOle bhde span 
opei'~ttes: .a:l-:n'ciminalfy the samt! Jit't ct~ffidcfit. The noi.c;e 
Hnd ptd_satiohs ... gerie.tate-d-_ by a centrifugal blower are 
mJequatCly_ low, e-ven af (;i!T-desif!n -conditions, and tht: 
uriJfcitiTiity- ·of flow vn.rie-s .less with advance- :ratilJ, Ulftj,·n_ 
in the nl}tatton-of Fig. 2. The swirl (exit- vortex) .prQ.;luced 
by a "Sjngle--inlet blower is a]s(~ independent. -of -~id:van:Ce 
r.at.i<) l'depcmdent on the ratio of rotor .t('l casirig_:1iridthl 
2.:u. Ty-pes -of fmpl!ller 
The m('~St c-omimm typ:o- -of_ bl:--Jdi.ng 1s the baCkwarJ~facing 
aerofoii~t~t,pe {Fig. 2):-_- fl)rWrin..l-f~tcing is !ess ·effideiit lf 
the __ blower ctlkiency -is· not too hnportiun •. tJ'iesl! _bliH.k.s 
ci:ruld:-·be:_··de's-igned-_.ii1·_ the- -s::i.mc way as _C(Irfti:;·r_- l;'-;:';rres·_:or 
ClL'icades- by_ _-chto0_hlng-.-;,: Ji:':i~ding__ edge angle. ()f 4~5" .and-_a 
zero tt~liting- _edge ·ang_k; -bUl -<l. more efficien1 bbde sh~rpe. 
is thar _·of" 8." Ca:.l'iibere-d:. :.u.:.~n.)foil with- .frni.ie· thlckrie::;s·, ln 
l'he _--pri::_s~h'i ·-:amhu_t_s~:-_:te:~i'_<t _-~<{; ___ blowers _~vith _.;.{er•J'~·oil~:tvl,e 
i_ m}.1ellers :-it __ :w_:i~ .Jour~_d:·)b~d )he. flow_ uniformhy_·-. .-~.eteri<;~, . 
'~led: :~it:b· . __ i•1_(ireasing. __ ~Q~Ldii1g;. H0we":er:_ \-~iih backwaid-
t'acil1g-<~; .. s~~ped . ljl<tdes:._-(Fig:- 2) the ·ftuw 1m1~fmmfW \V;tS 
.found:-to·:tr;~l"f?lN.":~vith -~_oading, presumably __ b_ecnusc these 
b1ades -s~;tn. -r.elflti.yefy ___ cnr!_r~. lead.ing t_() _.incrc:tsed._-mixing. 
The· co~~::is- __ ._a- higher ___ turbulence level in "the· outlet :flow 
and- :r rc_\.ltl{:ed. '.hk~\vCr · effitiCfl;;S'. 
12.3.: ·sprttkr:-'·.Piatt:-;· ru.·ngue) 
ThiS :ts· ·Tit\- i.mP0rittnt.:-¢6nl_ponent \;~,-·hich :-t'ffeds- the outlet 
fiO'w ... -:uTI.~_f-mi-ili_fV·.::-~nd bhiv~'l!t· -noise ch'tJ.r:.-rCrerh;.!l~s~ Fo>f 
mi!tirnt~·ln:·)nt_Crf~retJc:e· \\'_i~ ::'l'h~t:- flDw tlnjfor.'~itii the Tatio 
\)f:,: t(JJl~iJ(;:· ::_be_ight. __ :t(} coLsing -height .n·eeds-_.· Hl . __ -~_--:small ( <~9 : __ 3) ___ an_?-:.- ·th~ _.:angJ_<. an:d ·. S11a pe carefully-_. designed:·.- The 
gap-l~_~twe_~n_ ._.the __ :ru'for _.-_<til~-::t?ngt~e: _:needs- t.:)-- b~_ tt._ minimum 
for_ :a_e~b~yn~mi~:.r_easb~$::_put :optimised fur _mfniltlu.tn:-. ii:l.,. 
ter:t~tfou·::)Vi~h-::_· __ the·.-:_: nutg9~tlg flow ~·nd::_ ·thus mi_(}itnu.tn: 
n•)is~ <l_e_ye~. _..;t:he_ · ·lortgue-.-:desigri_· on . most:_ .COIJ1tnerciaiJy 
a'~':rili_\_~k 0_1-tn:~·e_t::"'_.-.-_is :_:~tdeqUt!-lC':_ :A- _b!rdly:·.-angle:d · wn~_ue­
could· ::-be. i.ITI~r?::·e_d_: upon_ ·_by_· }tddlng_ a cu;;:_ped- fairing 
downst:rea_JU; -~ts_: .shc:v.m dotted.-in :F-ig. 2, 
2-._~-·~,:·:_:·:''-~~~i: _iiiiu~~s .. _:_D:RtJ _Wgge~>ti~m 
1~n }~~~-t..-. -_bt~J'}\~~~t~_·:.-h~lp$·_:-to ·:PrOduce a U11ifotnr :flo~·_ cu.id 
red~t~e-~- }pl~.t -:lo_sses;c_-. ·_a_n:~l-.- ~\Jl __ -_init~L ~filter (hel_pin~. -to.: reduc:e 
inter swirD Js -:essCl1Hal .. -to.- reduce. contamination zl:f ho)U 
1>.>ifii'::::_P:f_c.iliti.S: LA!ge·:- bh.:)\VCi's -~h0\.dd- ·be--m~)\uitcd -~.m· ariti.,. 
b::i\ion mountings <tnd connected to tne tunnel wit.l:l a 
~xiblc cuupfing ro reduce vibr-ation. 
Double-inler blowers (air entering the impeller from 
)th sides\ tend to produce. a uniformly itiCUn~d flow 
o~ithout :_i v~.__Jriex'l vvh-ich t~lke-" a longe-r distanc-e to re-~ 
tach to the bottQITI waH downstream of the tongue. 
ne should there-fore he more c1.mservative in_ desig~ing 
ide<mgie diffusers for double-inlet biowers. 
On the who!e. comm-crclallv :rva:ilabie sin~le--inh."-1 
:nlrifu_g;;rl blowers: with b~1ckw:~rd-facivg h1l~~el-krs are 
Jequate ft1r driving blower tunnels. 
Once the l11liXimum reqnh:ed ft:m st-atic pri!ssure and 
)hJme flow rate have [\een estimated, the. maker.s· per-
•rmance ch:trts -(:an be. consulted. Optimisation_ betwe-en 
1e efficiem:y, rpm and required power Jeads to the 
O\ver choice (sec section !n). 
SCREENS 
'ind tunnel screens u.re normally made of metal wires 
,ferwoven to fnrro squ:l.re or rectanguhu· meshes. 
~.rfens \vtwen from nylon or polyester threads are also 
JW being u::.cd when lh{'. wind loads are not expected to 
! very high (liTS of nylon_........,. 70, steel-..- 1100, bronze 
--700-1100 !V!Nm·~ and E of nylon ]>- 3, steet--.. /!()(1, 
·onze ....__. !00 GNm-·<}, The- <tction of the gauze is 
:s(~rlbed in terms of tw(l p .. 'lmmeters: the pressure drop 
)efficient. K -:::o-J,__ ({3, Rt~ 0) <tnd the deflection coefficient, 
~=f~ ·l_,d, _K, 8), where. fJ is the scree-n open-atca ratio and 
ir;; th-e- flmv incide.n.:.:e angle_. mer:t~mr-ed fro_m the normal 
J the scree1'!. 
.1. Main effects 
\for detailed explanalions see Mehta 1978) 
~recns makt'- rhc flow velocity _prm1les more. uniform by 
nposing. <i stal'ic pressur~ drop propor1ion<ti to (speedY 
nd thus reduce. the houndary l.ayer thickness so that the 
biiity iO withstand <t g·iven pressure grndi.ent is increased. 
screen with a pressure {lrop C<)efficient- of nbout 2 
~rnm'c:S nearly aU vari-ation in the l.;,ngitudin:al mean 
docity. A screen also n:~fritcts the inciden-t' :flow towards 
!C. lnc<J normal and n::duce:s the turbulence: imCnsity in 
1e. 'Nhole ftow~fieid. Fflf n given opt:n-rirea ratio., :it js 
~Her to have a smalJer mesh _for the reduction of 
1"l'~c.xisilng turb-ulence. Plastic screen~ teild: to yield· n 
1Ne uniform flo\\-· beyond the botmdftr.Y Ia:yer ·edge, 
H:inly due \o the weaving properti-es, and produce an 
,veT!>.hoot' in the vel<)cily profile near. the edge. main1y 
t used by screen deflect'km angJe \vhit-h is a ;maxjmi.nn 
t the wall. ln terms of tackling a givep- pTessu.re _gradient 
r avoiding :separation; this overshoot could be.benefkial 
.2. Open,area ratio ({3) 
'fetai screens -with very low {1 (,__0· 3) also. __ _produce :u1 
vcrshDot but this _is caused by strea.miine·-jndiridrion near 
Je bk--..unda.q• Jn.yer edge. Low p (<:0· 57) -screens alsO 
ro-duce instabilities resulting from a. r~ndom co:tfition of 
jets and pr-esumably amalg;:unhting w form longitudlnal 
vortices whkh persist through .the. c.ontraction. The -coali-
tion process js enhanced_-:by var_hitions i11 {3 (i.e. non-
uniform weave) and by __ iri:-e.glititii.les in the -scre-en shape 
n.e. wrinkle~l It is 'therefDre- -esse-ntial to inspe-cl and 
d~m- wind tunnel ~creemrregu_larly. 
3.3, De-termination of K 
! ratio of pressure droP to dynamic pressure J 
Although there is no t-\·holly satis_facw-ry method, \Vieg:-
hardt's (1953) formula {.K.o::::.6·5Il-fi/[.:?~1 [Ud/j31!]m 1i"}. 
whe:-re d .is wire dhlll'lC1er. predicts the right trend; K 
decreases with increa.,htg: speed up to about Ud/{3v= 
6(10,-- after which it is independent of Re. Collar's 0939) 
(ormuhi {K =0· 9 (I --··/Jf {f)} usuaiJy over~estimates K in 
the. high Rc- limit One needs to be more careful in pre~ 
dieting .K-va!_ues for pla~tic scr~en~ sjn~.:e, 
_K ~ f <(3, R,, B- co~-pianarity . 
where f) is angle of SI.Teen to incident flow. For B ,__::_ 0 use 
KIJ·c=Kcos'nG, with m::.::,J·O for screens wi1.h p,-_,-0·6 
and m _, ____ . !·4 for ~i ------ 0· 3. 
3.4. Determin~tion of u 
{t·atio of· outlet angle to inlet angle_l 




where A, H are empir-ical constants. is ;·t better fit than 
the gcnet<lll-y accepted ·foTm: 
1 ·1 
a= ·/-(l+K) 
Ntite !h<:<t the rdractivc.·_index: of a ~creen (p.) defined ~r" 
in optics i~ equnl to I j ct f-or smn:H fj, For larger fl usc 
cr,;= . .!_ tan-· 1 {tan 8 ·-- }sed!(f [-c: -· .' -(, ~K ) .. , (E + Fff) \-
(1 ..., -· \· J ' .(1 • 
(.:'. D, E. a.nd F are t~mpirital constants. 
Values suggcst_cd _for_ the empirical com-tams by some 
limited experiments>(Mchm-: l978) are: A~.:::0·66, B= 
<1·11; C=0·68;D"'0·62, c,ol·O. F~!-5. 
A. more corilplcie. -analysis of the flow_ thr-ough scrcem 
c-<ui" :be fnund-·.in -·M-ehta 097-8). 
DIFFUSERS 
· ··TIH!:_-_-.flow thtoligh ~-:-_·_o~:tfti_Sct dcperilis on .. its geometry 
defined by the-__ area, :.ratit.' _(A)~ diffuser_ -:angle (28), wall 
corilour_ and diffq·ser:·cr(lss;.seC:tional: shil._pes.-- Other para-
J!l~_ter:~.-:_like the-Jni~.al--.¢:''indi_tio~s .. boundary··Jayer __ conuol 
·n~e1hod- and .. .the __ :_pr~Se~c~: Of::separation- _·_ctmld-·illso affect 
the:--. flow- thus- :Jm~in_g.-'it- __ vetJr difikult -to:·. predict. .1\lmost 
all_._knc\\;[edge -aCq_uire4_-__ about diff-u~ers .is -empirical. There 
are··tw_ti' main- tYJfe:s-:: · · 
/~ .. --:-:;4.+,;-:.-El(ifd·l·;,~~~rs-- ___ --_ 
j' ..._ .. -- ·--.:P: TJj~e:-::are ~tte~-::~own~tr:ea:rn_ of _the ___ wot~ing,--s~ctions. and 
Figure 1. Different 
(- .?;r "'- \ ,~_--.. :fui_ye: ::.ge_n~1_e .. -_-_e_xp~~Si~m~_ --~}th _a ditfuset._ induded ~ngfe 
\". f -:.. { 1. :·.t:s_ual~f-'_:.:_~'t()t:·-· .. excee-dlng -~) {for _h~$t flo~· stead mess, \.:'·\::::::_·~---} · :aith~:tig_K-_.b~st:prf!S~-t.Jr:~--_.~e_c~ye_ry ·1s achieved ·at about 10~) 
~ ___ .-~-fl~.;-:~tl·>~t_e~(_f<~tiO---.il9~·-.. :ex_Ce~~ing __ fibOilt::2: 5; 1~ is i~port-
._.Hl_t:· m_:-ll~lVt_:a ._rea:s(.m_a-ble_::~egree: of flow--Sre?..di~~~s -m the 
r- :;~~~vnr~ -~-zy:;>;·~r""""'" ---·~t;:--~iif~Ser ,.-_-:Sin~.:-·Otb~~is._e.-_ the-_·. pre.~;sure -_r_eCO\'ety teods 
impeller 1ypes used 1n c~i1t·rifuga:! . i~~/l_uctua:t~·-_with:_:tlrri_e~:-a}ld.- thire.fore.-_so __ does·.·the tunnel 
blowers-. sPeed_.: ·if:.:-the.)t1J:lut __ -P?9tfC:r_: __ is_· ilearly . cOnstatlt. the ·design 
f lhe~>,e Jilimers j~ well c<1tered f(!t by existing ~.neth<)dS 
:ee (:ockrcll and Markland. 1974), 
.2:. Wide-angle diffuser 
his type is normally .installed between the blo\:ver and 
:tt}ing chamber or between_ the fourth corner and ~tt1ing 
1H.mher 0f ct ciosed~drcuit tUnnel; the crosN>ectionai 
:e.;:; incre~lses so rapidly tha.r -separati0n ;;:an "be avolded. 
nly by· boundary i<ryer -control. .A wider~:m_gie diffuser is 
Jneans of redlwing the length for a given area ratio 
tthcr th<tn effecting a pressure rec(.:wery; ge.fteraiiy the 
~t pressure .rise through a _;;cre-ened wide-flngle diffuser 
ncgntivc but smalL 
2,1, Boundary layer c-ontrol methods 
he most popular means of boundary layer co:~,trol is 
r installing gauze screens. A screen. besides removing 
e d:.reC'.t effects of layer growth and incipient se_para~ 
m, gives the layer a ne•},r lease of Jtfe. Jn :1 >vid-e .• angle 
lfuse-r It i.e; betler to use several scree.ns of relatively 
1<11! K (Jess than about 1 · 5) b-ecause incrca~ing K at 
1-e stHion has little effect on the skin friction. at a 
dion much further downstre-am. Other types of 
•undary k\yer control methOds include splittets>sU.ction 
115. t:rn.ppe.d vortices, vortex generators an-d vanes and 
1y be pr-efe-rable in diffuse.is with very severe· gecHl'l:€:trif..s 
> 5, 28 > 50~). For a revie~v see Mehta (1917) . 
. 2. Oo!!'tign charts 
te .four most import-ant parameters in_ a wide-angle 
fuser are A, 28, K and n, where n is the -nUmber of 
·ecos '¥1-'ithin the diffuser-this includes the sCreens in~ 
!led at the inlet and outleL Data were collected from 
~.:.r a hundred wide-angle diffuser designs, mostly 
ccessful' (no se.p.urmio.n. and uniform -outlet ftow with 
acceptable turbulence Ievel}, and charts were plotted 
· relevant parameters, from which design ·rules have 
m derived. .ln Fig. 3~ A is plotted against 20; ·-the. 
·vcs enclosing successful configuratkms have.·_-_an ap-
)xitn'.tldy hyperbolic shape. ;\s n increases" "thi:!'· vertex 
,yes to a higher value of 11) and, to. a. .lesser_ .'e:Xteri~ to· 
ligber value of A) thus implying a stronger: dependence 
required n. on 20. FigUre-4"is a plot of" the. sum .Of 
ssure drop coefficients of all the ·se-reeris,-·:-K~ul~-~I 
1/ q), vs A. The stra.igbt line EF (_A= 1 ·.l4:K-.:um··.:;..1 · 0) 
:llded the maximum number of successful coitfigtir'a~ 
l~. 
j, Overott df!!Sign pr-ocedure 
· a diffu.ser design to operate successfuUv .it must -Jie to 
left of tht. relevant curve in F1g, 3, g{V:i-ng. th~-·.-mtrti~­
rn number of screen~ required in the. diffus~r-•. ;and A_·· 
Fi_gure 4. Overall pressw·e d~"Op coefficlant requireme-nts 
for a-diffuser wJth screens, 
must be less· thrm ·-( l· J 4 J(Mm; ~:- .l · 0). giving thif. minirfi·U·m 
required overttn: pressur·e drop coefficient-.--. A:_ ditlUSer:·_c:~n~ 
figuration ... :satisfyit,g· __ _.both these curves. _.ili(;)tild:: :perform: 
successfully -providad·.thrtt certain other_ design facto_rs· .r1.te 
kept .In mind.: 
UJ h1let d~i'ndiiiolh'_: _Thjn_ houndan~_..'l~yers.. and_-.J;ti!~-dY · 
flow· at-the-·inlet-)J.te r}bViously beneficiaL . 
(iii Sc!'i:?it_h:· Pri$Wo~zing :_ The. baSic_.-_tul~_-is---to:·_piti:~e _scre·eriS_ 
wher-<::-the- dlffiiser.-:WaU angle-changes _suddenly,_:_sinee 
thcsl'i- ·are·_ f:h~::poirits.:wheie tht<: flow: ks mostJikeiy:_w-
.separate, .. In:·diffusers where !1'()·_ obviouS. Joc'<Hion is 
indiCated_:·--scrl!eris :Sh~Uld:_be ecj'ualty~-::sptiC~d-,· .re-mem-
bedn~:.:_t:~at:· a·>J;cteC_JJ :--~-t. _the_ di.ffus.Ct"_-. eritty_ (wit~: __ ·.a 
relati:velr.··}t_ig~:.:::~esi~t_ance) . is desirt:tbJe .. -- he-cauSe ·the 
, angle <Mngeswdden!J there. 
(nf) Wali. ·::sh'!pe_-:. -~~.-: nttmb~t :_fif._-~tTe.ens: te_qUlt_Cd--.in··.-a 
di:tfuser. __ cotild--·: welt-~ be .reduced;,_-- and the> .effiden·cy 
inct~sed~·:·.b_y·:-_-~fi1?l.~yi_h·~-·--clirved:'-v.'an-s:_.::.f'_Otentiai-:_fiow 
·methcids _ ·~Lr~:_::::_~_(JmetiJ])_es _ -u.~ed- to- .:.:dete!Illine .. : ·-~·ali. 
sha-pes·.l"lut :lt_-_j~:·:·oft~n_. #a.Sier to desig_n_.-.wa~J_:sh~p~~_._:.b:Y._. 
eye.-.. -~u~~igh_k~aP~. :·-:-diffusers- :(oft~n _:_::'.Vitb: _---. c:u~_ve~:· 
scr?~~s)_ _. a_r~;-.:-ho~eve_i::,::·often ·: ~_mploycd; · .beca·use· -:they· 
are ea~iei ___ ~f:l9::.c_~~.fiPL"r:t<> cO_rfstrUct. 
· Uv) $f:r_e_en, .. s_lfape.~:-_ :J~.-:-:i_s: a_n .-~d_\~~ta,ge;:· fO_r:---~he_::·:sc.r:een:--.t()·-
i? tt!rsect: ·:_ ihe_::d iY~rgin_g_ .. _.\\I~Us-- ~n ~ · _-sfr~.mUn~s-.J>,t .-~ight 
angles;.·_ so_ :::·._t~t\t- -: . -tbf: .. _. refractio"rt.::- :of: -.-t~~ .. ---.--~_O}V·:_.~Y.:_ the 
sc~e~ns ._ -dpe_s._.-_:n(}t_-_·:-_.itseJf_:-in~~:re __ -s_ep~ratior:-. . Cm:v_~ 
~reens_ ·::can-~-'_}:)e, .. ::he~d_ .. _ in·:--.-·inc_tat ::. fra~_e_s .. _. ·presse·d _ilJ_to 
ci~~lat, arc~ :· __ and_·_:_lifled ... _ :~¥ith ·: 1).'00-de_~-.:::_~trip_s_:~()'. _that 
tbe-:::·.gau~c·_ :--~at :.-be ·_.fi.r~ly i· :em~ed~e.p ._::-~et«'_een __ ·: t w_o 
frame-S.: Jt.--.. c_oul~_:--:~e-_-;Jtlore:·.-ditficult .. i:o":·:_dislJ_:- -t~~ .--.-:mot~-. 
. _flexiiJle -_ pias~it;._ ~Cr.~r:tS: __(J~e_:·s~io~::3):_:_\V~i~;h-':·:-niii:Y-_: ai.s_? 
te.n_4 _.: to.·:_ffut~~r·· · .- ._A_n:ot~-~-r.- :al t~rna ti ye :_ls·Jo:: _U~e :. a,. pi ane; 
-~:varia?J~~.R?::<:~t;ree11: _-.-:C{)J~l],~ising :.:.::of:: en'\<: .... ~Creen_: · · C:bri-., 
ce.li.tdcaUy._sU'J;le-iimpp~ed-. t?n.--a rl:othet; · 
tted from THE AERONAUTICAL JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL AERONAUTICAL SoctETY, November 1979) 
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Design rules for small low speed wind tunnelS 
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Technical Notes 
Design rules for small low speed wind tunnels 
NTRODUCTION 
with today's computers. a wind tunnel is an essential 
in engineering, both for model tests and basic re~ 
h. Since the 1930s, when the strong effect of free-
n turbulence on shear layers became apparent, 
tasis has been laid on wind tunnels with low levels 
;rbu1ence and unsteadiness. ConsequenUy most high 
1rmance wind tunnels were designed as closed~circuit 
(Fig. l(a)) to ensure a controlled return flow. How· 
as: will be seen below, it is possible with care to 
:ve high performance from an open-circuit tunnel, 
saving space and construction cost. 'Blower' tunnels 
the fan at entry to the tunne~ Fig. !(b)) facilif1lte 
changes in working section arrangements; to cope 
the resulting large changes in operating conditions, 
1trif.ugal fan is preferable to an axial one. For ease 
hanging ·working .sections the exit diffuser is often 
ted from small blower tunnels, at the cost of a power 
•r greater than unity. This paper concentrates on the 
:n of small blower tunnels but most of the infor· 
on is applicable to wind tunnels in general. 
l large open~circuit tunnel would be of rather incon-
mt dimensions. mainly in length. Also, an open-
tit tunnel requires enough free room around it· so 
the qualHy of the return fl.ow is not aifect_ed signifi.-
y (remember that an open-circuit tunnel in a room is 
y a closed-circuit tunnel with a p.oorly~designed re-
leg). The choice may also be restricted by t!)e !Jlaxi-
t available blower size. A working section Re per 
e of more than about 3 x 10' (a speed of about 
os-1) is rare in blower tunnels of whatever size_) and 
mercia] blowers capable of producing such a speed in 
::tion more than about 1 me in area are also rare. 
~he main advantage of open-cirCuit tunnels is in the 
1g of space and cost. They also suffer less from 
'erature changes (mainly because room volume > 
el volume) and the performance of a fan fitted at 
upstream end is not affected by disturbed flow from 
working section. One disadvantage of any openw 
lit tunnel with an exit diffuser is that the pressure is 
.ys less than atmospheric and so spurious jets issue 
1 holes left unpatched, although this can be remedied 
:>bstructing the tunnel outlet and creating an over-
sure in the working sec:tion. The main advantage .of 
ntrifugal blower, as distinct from an axial fan_, is that 
orforms well over a large range of loads (the whole 
e being at the ·same incidence and hence. operating 
be same lift coefficient). The on!)' advantage of a 
ion tunnel, with a centrifugal or axial .fan at exit, is 
dubious one that air coming from the tunnel room 
· be less disturbed th.an that coming from a fan. 
:t is difficult and unwise to lay down firm desjgn rules 
nly because of the wide variety of requirements and 
dally the wide variety of working,section configura-
'· An a !tempt is made here to present desjgn gnlde· 
lrlbulics/ Journ~tl Navembtir 1979 Mehta and BriJdSh~tw 
R. D. MEHTA and P. BRADSHAW 
lines for the main compon~nts. of a wind tunnel-the fan, 
wide-angle diffusert corner vanes, settling chamber, «>n-
traction and exit. diffuser (Fig. I)-based on data from 
successful designs. and some original experiments. For 
def1lils of the data c;orrelations see Mehta (1977) and for 
complete def1lils of the experiments and design procedure 
see Mehta (1978). 
2. FANS 
2.1. Axial flow fans 
The usUal arrangement in a closed-circuit tunnel is a 
sfJiltor ('pre-rotation vanes') upstream of the rotor (the 
fan proper), designed so that the swirl at exit is ~ro. 
In the ci\se of an open<:ircuit tunnel, swirl _present in the 
ftow out of the fan may be dissipated before the ftow 
reaches the· intake, but a remaining advantage of pre-
rotation vanes _is that the flow velOcity. relative to the fan 
blades is larger than if the sf1ltor is absent or located 
downstream of the fan. 
2.1.1. Fan 5Plidity 
Tbe design procedure outlined by Bradshaw and Pank~ 
burst (1964) is still an adequate guide. The only serious 
pn#em found in fan design that is not found in the 
desjgn of wings for low-speed aircraft is the interference 
between the f!ow fields of the blades. This interference 
depends mainly on the 'solidity', the ratio of blade chord 
to the gap between blades (measured around the circum-
ference). Providing that the solidity is less than unity 
approximately, interference is small enongb to be treated 
as a small correction to the performance of an isolated 
aerofoii~- for bigher solidities the flow cannot be accur-
ately related to that round an isolated aerofoil, and data 
for 'cascades' (rows of aerofoils arrang~d in the same 
manner as comer vanes) must be used instead. The 
solidity varies -with radius, and in order tQ use th~ same 
Tht;t A~9:rsi .Dr,_ R. D. _M6ht1J Sl')d Prafet_Sor P. [$rad$haw, 
8:A. Ofipailment ol AtronautiPfr __ lmpflrla/ CoJJege of Science 
· and· Technology. Lon-don. 




Figure t(aJ. The main componentS of a. typ.ical -closed* 
circuit Wind tunnel. 
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1{b). The main comp_onents of a t\fplcal blower 
tunneL {Not to scale.) 
procedure for the whole length. of the blade .it is 
'le to keep the solidity at the root beloW unity by 
jng. the fan on .a central nacelle whose ma,Umum 
ter is roughly half the fan: diameter. 
Blade design 
fan efficiencies a,re of the order of 9P%_ $o that 
isation of losses is not usually important, ~d the 
procedure is to ·choo~e the blade- lift ccJefficient to 
Uigp as is safe, irrespective of- i.m;/drag- riiti.'o; values 
to 0 · 9 are typical. 
Pre-rotation VGines 
tation vanes shoUld. be run qt a iift coeffi.Ciertt not 
r above that for maximum Uft/drag ratio beca11~e 
oakes pass through tbe fan; to limit the. r,esultlng 
the axial distance betWeen the trailing eQge Qf the 
cation vanes and tbe leading edge of the fan blades 
be at least 20% of tbe vane chord and the number 
blades should be diJierent from the number of 
Pre-rotati_on. vane solidit-ies. ·usuallY f~U iritQ 'the 
e range. 
alternative to pre-r.otation vanes for_ a lightly 
fan is a set of ·straightener Vij.nes downstream of 
1. 
~ -detailed design niles for- pre,..rotation Vanes, 'fan 
and straighteners see BradShaw and Pankhvrst 
:::entrifLigal blowers 
iugal blowers are normally used to drive open-
tunnels from the 1lJ<slrea:m end : a blower could 
:alled at the exit in¥ead but this bas. no par\j:cular 
age. Sing!e,inlet .blowers could al&o be ·used to 
·e.turn-circuit tunnels by installing them In one of 
cners. Single-inlet blowers are found to p(oc\11<1<} ·a 
·type fi<>l" (due ta the aS)Ilrtmetric positionil)g of 
pe!ler) which woUld: aid wall flow attaclunel!t ip.the 
ng1e diffuser. This- C<;~mpensates for .the "non~ 
uniformity of the flow (which is also improved by the 
scre_en'$ in the wide .. an;gle diffuser and the se_ttling 
chamber). 
2.2.1. A(tveiptoge.s.over oth·er fans 
Cen-trifug_al :blowers nm- with re;lsonable steadiness attd 
efficiency over a wid,e range of flow conditions (i.e. vary-
ing ronnel J?~Wer f~ctor) because the whole blade span 
operates at J10mina!l;r tbe same lift. coefficden!. The noise 
:md pulsations generllted )>y a eenljifugal blower are 
adequately low, even at 'Off-design conditions, <mel ~be 
~niforrilitY __ of flow- varies- le_ss with advance ratio, .i}'j wr1: 
tn th~ notation of Fig. 2. The swirl (exit vortex)produ~ 
by a 'SingJewinlet -blO\\fer is- -also independent :Of advance 
ratio (dependent .on the ratio of rotor to ca'Siilg Width). 
2.2.2. Types ,of imj>ell•r 
The m<>S\. comiD:On (~pe Of blading is the backward;facing 
aerofotf,type (Frg. 2); forward·facing is less efficient. lf 
tbe blower efficieuqy . is not .too important. th!!l!e b1aae;, 
could be_ deSigned_. in··_ ~he ~same way _as co111Crr. van~s or 
cas~es by .choosing .a lel!ding edge angle of 4-5• and a 
zero trailing edge ~n.!II~. but a more effiejerit !>lade shape 
is that of •!! cam~~~. aerofoil with finite thiclmess. In 
~he pres"')t ~uthors' 'ti"!t~ Qn bl<;>w<Tll. with a~ri>foil.type 
J l)l~~Uer• 11 was fbUrul. that tbe . flow uniformit¥ deterior" 
'!ted wi\,1! in.PTea~iug'leading. However, with. backward" 
fadn¥ 'S' shaped blao~ rFig. 2) the fiow unifOT;mity was 
foJ1nd to improy~,.wjl!) loading, presumably .because these 
bl;tdes stallrelativel}' e~r!y, leading to incr¢aSl'd mixing, 
The cost •ts 'a higll~t tOT;bnlonce level in the outlet flow 
and a redo~ . olbwpr e'fliciencY. 
2:.~.3· ~fl/i«W jiliite J••·~~· j 
This is !1Il: ilqP()±faif{ ~!il;tponent whicb affects the outlet 
flow uili(~lty a1,>d 'hrower noise Charae\<!ristics. For 
-minimum ln-t(}~f~f~Qe:.:w~n~: the ·flow unifor~. the ratio 
()f tonjlne ,~t :.to casing height needs .. to be. SII!all 
('<()• 3Japd f¥ ~0gle.llcl>d. ii""pe carefully deslgne<l. The 
,gep benyee111h~ ro~o~ "!\!!,tong~ needs to be; ai<ninirrt\lm 
for a!lfoR)I]).enii!> tea~bU$ but optimised for i:ninlmum in-
tera:cUQ11 wilh .,!be; .,Qill.!loi!lll flow and th1l• minim\'D' n<l~e,;!~~l:;• Tlli!' 'ton$Ue desi,gn on most commerciallY 
availal>i(>,.,.~!!'tVI~'js>a~te, A baclly ·~eel tongue 
could b~''nnproved l.lpon,\lY. ad<fulg a Cllsped flUting 
d¢Wnstream; as sl:10wn ~ril:i\lll i.n Fig. 2. 
Aewnautii:BI Jo:ufnal NOvember -197:9 
tkm mountings and connected. to me· funnel with a 
~Je. coupliQg to redm;e vibratiOn. 
ouble-inlet blowers (air entering the imj;>eller from 
sides) tend to produce a uniformly fnqlilJed 11ow 
out a vortex) which takes. a longer distan<:.e to re-
h to the botiom wall downstream of the tongue. 
sho,Ud theref9re be more cpnservative-_ in" clesigJling 
angle. diffusers for double-inlet blowers. 
n the whole, comrnerdally available single:-inlet 
ifugal blowers with backwat<l·facing impellers are 
Jate for driving blower· tunnel~. 
nee the maXimum required tan static pressure and 
ne flow rate have been estimated;. th~ makers' per~ 
!tncc charts: can be .consul ted. Optimisation between 
efficien·cy_, -r'pm and required power leadS tO the 
er choice (see section 10), 
>CREENS 
l tunnel sCreens are normally made Qf metal wires 
.voven to -form square or r~tan$Ular meshes. 
ns woven frorri nylon or polyester threads are: also 
being used wh~n th¢ w-ind 1c,mds a:re .not_ expected- to 
ory high (UTS of nylon~ 70, steel~ 1100, bronze 
l-l!OO MNmo' and E of ny!0n )> 3, steel"-'200, 
re ~ !00 GNm~'). The action of ·the gauze is 
ibed iri terms _of two parameters : the -.pressure drop 
cient, K = f,(f3, 14., 8) and the deflection coefficient, 
, ({3, K, 8), where {3 is the screen open-area ratio and 
the flow incidence a_ngle1 measured from the norm~l 
e screen. 
Main effects 
{for deta11ed explanations ste Mehta 197$') 
:ns make the flow velocity profiles more uriiform by 
sing a static pressure drop proportional to (speed)' 
thus redUCe the boundary layer thickness so· that ·the 
y to withstand a givep. pressure graclient -is -increased. 
Teen with a· pressure drop ·coefficient- _of about 2 
ve·$ nearly all variation in the lon·&ft~dinal mean 
ity. A screen also refracts the incident. flow towanls 
ocal normal and reduces the tUrbulence intensity in 
Nhole flow~fiel<}. For a given .open-area ri;itW, Jt is 
r to have a S!Il)jjler mesh for the rednction of 
xisring turbqlence. Plastic screens t<;nd .to yield a 
uniform flow beyond the boundary layer edge, 
I y due to· the weaving properties, arid piodb.ce an 
shoot' in tbe velocity profile near the edge, mainly 
'd by screen deflection angle which ls a tlli1xin!Utn 
e wall. In term~ of tadciing a given p~ure _ gradh;mt 
miding ·separation, this· oversh-Oot could be beneficial. 
Open~area ratio {}3) 
l screens with very low fJ (,.,_{)· >) also ,proctuce an 
ohoot but -this is. c::aused by streamline ·inclination near 
boundary layer edge. Low {3 ( <0 · 57) screens also 
uce instabilities resulting from_ a random ·coalition of 
rure 2. 
-· 
D-ifferent impeller types used in centtifugaL 
blowers. 
l'lutical JOurnal irro.ve:mber 197'9 Melita- and Bredshaw 
jets and presumably amalgamating to form longitudinal 
vortiqes wbicb persist through tbe.contraction. The coali· 
tion process is enhanced. by variations in -f:J (he. nortM 
uniform weave) and ]ly lrt-el!lllarities in the s<;reen shape 
H.e. :wrin'Jdes). It :is ·therefore· essential to .inspect artd 
clean wind tunnel screen·s regu{ar~y. 
3.3. Oetermlnatio:n Of K 
('ratio of pr.essUr~ drOp to c;lynamic pressure) 
Although there is no wholly satisfactory tnetbod, Wieg-
hardt's (1.953) f9tmula {K=6·5[J -{31{3'] [Ud/{3vJ-'1'), 
where d is wire dia-meter. predicts tbe right trend-;- K 
de<:reases with incNa.sing speed up to abont Udf{3v= 
600, after which it i.~ in!'iependent of Re. Collar's (1939) 
formula {K=0·9 (1-{3/fJ"J} usually .over-estimates K in 
the high Re limit, One needs to be more careful in pre· 
dieting K-values for plastic screens since, 
K =flf3, R" 11 ... co-planarity ... ). 
where 0 is angle of screen to incident flow. For 0 ;.6 ()use 
Ke=K cosm 8~ with m;;;; 1·0 for screens with {3·"'"'-f 0·6 
and m~t·4 for {3~0·3. 
3.4. DetermTnat(on _etf q 
(ratio o~-out'JEi:_t-arigle to !nlet,angle) 
For " the form: 
where AJ B are empirical constants, is a better fit than 
the• generally accepted form: 
1-1 
"'""vC1+Kl 
No.te that the refractive index of a screen (p;) defined as in op!ics is equal to If a for small O. For larger 8 use 
0\1=. ~tan-' {tan!)- ~sec'IJ[ C- v (l~K,)] (E +F8)} 
c. D-~ E .and. F -are .ernpirjcal_ c_onstants. 
Values suggested for the etl!pirical constants by some 
limited expetiments (Mehta, 1978) , are: A =0·66, ll= 
0·3],.C=0·6&,.D=0•62, E=l·O, F=l·5. 
A more compl~ analysis of the flow through screens 
c.~n be found in Mehta (1978)• 
4. O!FF\1SERS 
The . flOW tht9!l&h .~ ditfqser depends on its geometry 
defined IIY the: ·.area..· ratio (A),. dilfu,..,- angle ~0). wall 
cotitOii( _a;n-_d' .<ii-~~- ,,c:rttss-S~ctional: shapes._ ()ther para-
meters lik<: 1:1)e. Jnil.i;u cooflijiqns, boundary .layer control 
n:iethod and the prlisence ~f separation .could alSo affect 
tlldlow thus makio~ it J/.er:'/ difficil!tto predict. Almost 
all knowledge •"''illrei! about diffusers is empirical. There 
are. tWo main t-YPtS :. 
4::-1'. EXit dfffusers 
These AU':_e fitte(l: downstrf;lam of me wo_rkinJ ~ction~ -and 
!lave .ll!>II!l<> exJ?~tlsioos wilh a diffuset illclruled angle 
qsnaJiy u<:>t . exc.eecting s· (for best 11ow steadiness, 
altli:ougb, best.gr~sure,reqovery is achieved at abont 10') 
~ll'<rAA.ar~" r~tio. !lot.~l(!'ee<]lng about 2·5. It is import~ 
a:rlt to hirve a r<;"s<),nal:lle dqf;l"ee of 11ow steadiness in . the 
Wctt diffuser, ~1ui>o 9th~se the pressure reeovm< tends 
to lll!Cfu~te with ~.. aud., .therefore, so. does. the tunnel 
spee"d' 'lf ttie input pciwer. ls nearly constant. Tile design 
445 
ese diffusers is well catered f9f by existing methods 
:Cockrell and Markland, 1974). 
Wide~angJe· diffUSer 
type is normally installed between the blower and 
•s chamber or l,letween the fourth comer and settling 
ber of a closed-circuit 'runnel; the cross-sectional 
increases. so rapid)y that separation can be avoided 
by boundary layer control. A Wide-angle diffu,ser is 
ans of reducing the length for a given area ratio 
than .e~e~ting a pressure recovery; ·gen·eratl_y the 
ressure r1se thtough a :Screened wide-angle diffuser 
·ative but small. 
Bounddry layer control methoct:s 
nqst popular means of boUndary layer c0ntrC>I is 
;tailing gauze screens. A screen, besides removing 
trect effects of layer growtb and incipient separa· 
:ives the layer a new lea~ of life. In a wide-an$le 
>r it is better to use several screens of relatively 
K (less than abollt 1· 5) because increaSing K •t 
tation has lit~e effect on the skin friction at a 
much further downstream. Other types of 
ary layer control methods include sp!itters, stll:tion 
trappe;d vortic;es, vortex ·generatorS and: vanes and 
' preferable in di:f)'users with Very severe .geometribs 
;, 26 > 5(t'). For a review see Mehta (1977). 
Dfisign charts 
our most importan't parameters in a widt-S:t)gle 
r are A, 28,. K and n, where n is \he number of 
within . the diffuser-this includes. the screens in· 
at the inlet and outlet Data were collected from 
• hundred wide-angXe diffuser designs, mostly 
sful' (no separation, and mtiform outlet llow with 
eptable turbulence level), and charts were plotted 
evant parameters, from which design .rules have 
erived. In Fig. 3, A is p!ot;ed aga.i)lst 211; .the 
enclosing successful configurations have .an ap-
ately hyperbolic shape. As n .increases, the vertex 
to a higher value of 211 and, to a lesse>r went, to 
~ value of A, thus imp!)•ittg a stronger d<ipetldene!> 
ured n on 29. Figure 4 is a p!ot of ·the sum of 
drop. coefficient~ of all the screens, K..,.=::t 
vs A. The straight line EF(A =1·14K,,.+1·0) 
i the maximum number Of successful conligura: 
>veraJI design tmx:edw• 
liffuser design to operate suceessfully it must .lie to 
of the relevant curve in Fig. 3, giving the nlini· 
umber of screens required in the diffuser, and A 
-l 
10" XI" jO w• so Mu.~ 
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Figure 4. Overa_ll ·_p_re~~re_ drop _coeffici-ent r:equlreme.nts 
fOr .a diffuse-r with screens. 
must be less th~n (1·14 x_ + 1·0), giv.ing tile minitJium 
required. overall pressure drop coel!jeient. A .diffuser.~~>-· 
figoration. satisfying both these curves. slloul~ perform 
successfully !Jrovideli ·that certain other design ~ado.rs l!Ie 
kept in mind : 
(I) fnlet c<inditio}ls: 'l'b.in boundl!r)' ]ayer8 anll sJeady 
flow ~t"the inl~t,u:e oljviously qenc:fl9ial. 
(i1) Screen. Positlpning: The basic rule is to plabe .~·~ 
where the ijjlfu~r wall il.ngle cnan~es. suddenly, sin"!: 
these 'll'O tb.ep9ints where the ttowismostllkely•to 
separate• In. dllfllsers where no ql>viol!S locati;>n is 
indW>;!td s.,..eens .sl!Qql.d be equally spaced, remem-
beril)Jl:Jhat ·• .screen at the difl'1iSer · entry (with a 
relativelY hi!lh .re!lilltan¢~ iS qesltahle b.~use the 
, il.ngle chaJ:llleS;S'lll:l:ll~y there. 
(iii) Wal:l m"Pii: 'J"he. number of sci~s required in ·a . 
diffoser C<@<,f wlill be reduced, .. a.nd· the effiCiency 
increased, by •ern)"lllyjhg. cliived walls. ~ential flaw 
methOdS .. ern • SoiiJetim.es used. to determjne . wall 
shapes ou;.i! .. js,!)f~ ea_sier to desi)lll wall Shapes by 
eye. S~trwalled , d!tfusers (often Wi!4 .•. ~• 
S<!I'ei>ns) are; ~~"'evl)f,• .often employeil, beeau* they 
arc ·~~ anll"<;ll~i!.Pet t<> Cl!nstruct; 
(iv) Screen s~N; ~~~~~~.!ln advantagef<!!;•the scr~~ to 
in,ter~t: tQ~! ~1\oOl'guig ~ ann strea1t!lin.es a\. ~· 
allgles, •o. t~ttlle :mtaetion !if. ,th\lc l!<>w by· the. 
SCTe.et!S !!'<* jtot i!self indlli~ &eparatipn1 Qurved s~l!s. <aD'• he•'lli!1d ill. . ~ .. ~· p,re~ed . into · 
clrcular ~ anfl•tm¢<1 wi!4 W<1pden ~s SQ ~t 
t!ie 8~1<1'0 !iAAl'· ·llb •l!tm)i' ernl:!~ed•bet'Ween. tw<l· 
frames. Jt .. !)!?ll.!d•i1e..,mere dlfficu1t .to.Sish lh'e w.ore 
lleil'ble pl~~,B.~~ (see··~~. !il) .• ~··maY··atso 
'tel!d t.o ll\l~!eriuJAAo!her 'alll)flll!'ti\!e is to i#e ,. pll!il!<\, 
'varilii>Ie'.[<'' .SQ!!~ ... !c~p,riSil\g <it; .one. screen ¢on, 
. •centriciJIY s~]!~~~!'l~Msed on another ..• 
'"' ~ihts cmd· EI~•-i:J!IIJit-'~'"''" '<Jie/o'ns'!Jic?fl .J'aurniJf 'N_owurj~?~r-iTfl,'J;P_-' 
Cross-sectional shape: Mos_t wide-angle: diffusers have 
either rectangular or square cross-sections for- ease 
of construction and since_pressure recovery is not too 
important. It is advisable to fillet the comers in 
small tunnels, whose designs are_ likely to be more 
adventurous, "to reduce the rLo;k of large regions of 
flow separation. 
. CompariSon and veriflcatlon of design rules 
se design rules compare well with those proposed by 
oe et al (1957), Schubauer and Spangenberg (1948) and 
ire and Hogg (1944). This is to be expected because 
1Y designers have used these rules; evidently the rules 
Successful~ but they may be conserVative. The .present 
s also compare well with some experiments and test 
s, details of which can be found in Mehta (1977), 
ough there is evidence that the rules are not infleXible. 
CORNER VANES 
n some open~circuit tunnels have comers, say to 
'ct the efflux from a horizontal tunnel upwards to 
oce draughts. Rules for the design of vanes for 90' 
ters are uncontroversial and probably rather con-
ative. Thin sheet metal vanes are used on all. but the 
est tunnels and, even in the latter, thick aerofoil-
ion vanes are used. for strength rather than amo~ 
:.~.rnic advantage. The ratio of the gap, h, betWeen 
" (measured from leading edge to leading edge) to 
chord, c. should not exceed about Q,25; the vane lift 
fident is 1h/c. Usual_practice is to make the vane as 
rcular arc, wjth short straight extensions at leading and 
ing edges for ease of rolling or pressing. The trailing 
' is aligned parallel with the axis of the downstream 
and the leading edge is set at a -positive 'angle of 
ience' of 4 • to the axis of the upstream leg. 'fhis 
ngement has superficial logic but differs from estab-
'd cascade-design practice, and recently Ermshsus and 
dascher (1977) have successfully used a hodograpb' 
tion design which has a negative -angle -of inciderice 
Je leading edge and over~turns e.t the trailing edge so 
the included angle is 105' instead of the .. co+tven-
al 86'. It is not clear whether a significantly higher 
can be used with-this design. 
rhe pressure drop through thin vanes of standard 
) design is estimated by Bradshaw and Pankhurst 
4) to be about 1·2 (Uc/v)-'1' times the dynamic 
sure. 
HONEYCOMBS 
Leycombs are effeCtive for removing swirl _and lateral 
n velocity variations, as long as -the :Bow yaw angles 
not greater than about 10'. Large yaw angles cause 
honeycomb cells to 'stall' Which reduces tlleir effective-
besides. increasing the pressure loss. 
Reductjon of turbulence 
incidental effect of hOney-eombs is to reduCe the 
ulence level in the flow. Essentially, the lateral 
ponents of turbulence, like those of mean velocity, 
inhibited by the honeycomb cells and almost complete 
hilation is achieved in a length equivalent to about 
~ cell diameters. Honeycombs themselves shed small 
' turbulence, the level of which is found to ~ hil!l>er 
1 the cell flow is laminar than when it is !Jlrbulent: 
is attributed to a· basic instability of the llominar neat 
"· Note that the cell flow in most wind ttlnnel 
:ycombs is laminar and so Lumley and McMahon's 
7) analysis, which assumeS turbulent _fiow~ will not 
y, With a laminar cell flow the net reduction is 
test for the shortest honeycomb (Loehrke and Nagib, 
taulical Jpurnal NovenlbOr 1979_ Mahta- snd BradlhtiW' 
1976). It turns out that the shear layer i+tstabillty in the 
near wake has a stren~h proportionaJ to the shear layer 
thickness and. so for the longest honeycomb, the ratio of 
turbulence generated to that suppressed is greatest. 
6.2. Optimum cell size_ 
For maximum overall benent the. cell length should be 
about 6-8 times its diameter. The cell size should be 
smaller than tbe smallest lateral wavelength of the velocity 
variation (roughly 150 cells per settling chsmber 
'diameter', i.e. 25 000 total, are adequate). The cross-
sectional sbpe of tbe honeycomb cells is l!sually 
hexagonal, but sometimes square or trian$ular. !be shape 
being chosen mainly for ease in conS-truction. Impreg-
nated paper honeycombs are adequate for small tunnels. 
Aluminium honeycombs made for aircraft sandwich con-
structiOn have. -more precise dimensio;ns than paper honey~ 
combs and are to be .pr!>ferred for high performance 
tunnels and Jar$• filiL!!els where the wind loads may be 
expected to be high, The cells of au honeycombs are 
often partly obstructed by burrs which can be fatigued 
off with an ait hOse. 
7. SETTLING CHAMBERS 
7 .1. General arrangement 
The usual aran~ement consists of a honeycomb (with 
about 25 OQO cells) followed by screens, the number and 
K-value depending on the turbulence level requirements. 
lf severe yaw or swirl is eXpected in the flow from the 
wide-angle dilfuser, it is adl>lsable to install one screen 
upstream of the hotieycomb, so that the flow angles are 
reduced. A scree!! with K = I · 5 reduce$ yaw and swirl 
angles by a factor of about 0·7 for swirl angles of about 
40'. The honeycomb .should be installed some way· 
downstream of the wide-angle diifuser exit, so that the 
flow static pressures and angles have had a chance to 
bec.ome more uniform, Si!lce screens with small f3 (less 
than about 0· 57) tend to produce instabilities, presumably 
in the form of lonsitt.tdin'al vortices, at least one screen 
with a larger f3 (> 0 ·57) $hould be used (in the most 
downstream position) if a truly two-dimensional boundary 
. layer js required in the .working section. Another alterna-
tive is in place the honeycomb downstream of the screens 
but this at best results in a rise in tbe turbulence level and 
is not recommen'!led m general. 
7 .2.. -Spacing _betwQOI'!! screens 
There ~ two important properties to consider : 
(i} For the .pr!'SS\IlO drops through the screens to be 
completely independent, the spacing should be such 
that the static Pf"SSure bas fully recovered frqm the 
p-mur_bation ~:bC(qre teaching the next screen 
(i.e. dpfdy,.,O). 
(if) For full· benefits from the turbulence-reduction point 
of view,-tlle :mlllimum spacing should be of the order 
of the Jarae energy containing eddies. 
It bas been found that a screen combination with a 
o;pacing equivalent to about 0·2 settling cl]amber dia-
meters perfor~ ~!J!lce~ul[y. The optimum distance 
between the !a>!' sereen and the contraction entry has also 
been :found to be a11out 0 ·2 cross-section diameters. If 
thi8 ~tance is ron@ $horter significant distortion of 
the: I! ow through the ,la>t screen may be expected.. On .the 
other Jiiu>d, if this ~ce, or for !bat matter the oVerall 
leogth of the s~~g chsmher, is too long then unneees· 
sary bo\!Odarjljay<Or 'gt()Wth oceurs. 
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tnstallation of- compone,n_ts 
ts are nOrmally tacked onto wooden frames. More 
s necessary when taCking on plastic screens since 
being more flexible; tend to_ wrinkle alon_g the lines 
sion. The honeyc9m!> is usuallY just push-fitted into 
n frame. !'.. useful arrangement {or small tunnels is 
;l the wide-angle diffuser, screen frames and con-
'" on a table and cla!Up them by drawbolts, so that 
s can be withdrawn easily. On larger 1;1n1nels, it is 
ble to equip the l!"t!ling chamhar (and wide•angle 
>r) components with castors for ease of. removal. 
in tunnels made of trietal ot concrete__, the scree.qs 
Jrmally in_stalled -in separdte fratties w;hich -can be 
·awn from the tunnel for cleaning or replace!U<mt. 
ONTRACTIONS 
traction: 
tcreases the mean velocity which allows the honeY· 
)fib and sCreens to. be placed in a· low _speed region, 
lus re4ucing pressure losses. 
educes both mean and fiuctuatil:l;g-vel~ity v:arlations 
'a sma,ller fractiOn Of the average velOcity. 
e most ·important single parameter in Qetprminin~­
effects. is c, the contractiO:n ratio. 'f.tle f~ctdrs Of 
ion, as derived by !Iatchelor (197Q) for c ;l> l, 
compOnent mean velocity: 1/c 
>r W -component mean velocity: ;/ c 
'omponent rms intensity: l/2:c {3 (ln42- I))"' 
1r -w component rms intensity: · (3c)ltz f'l. 
factor of reduction of percentage- velocity varJa:tion 
n by multiplying the above expres,sions by 100/c). 
e design of a contraction centres on the. production 
niform and steady stream at its outlet, and requires 
,oldance of flow separation. Two m,ore de$irable 
' include minimum exit bouncht:ry layer thickness 
tinimum contraction length. !'.. design .satiSfying all 
' will be such that sepafl!tion is just avoi<ted and; 
it non-uniformity is .equal to the maximnm tolerable 
Eor a given application (typically ±t% velocity 
on outside the boundary layers-). 
Contraction lengths 
I ways possible to av.oid separation iri· the con'b::action 
king it very long, but this results in an increase of 
length, cost and exit boundary layer tbiqkness. 
Contraction ratio 
the power factor contribution of screens in th.e:. 
! chamber yaries as 1/C', large eonttactibn ratios 
Jvantageous. But large contraction t-a,ti9-S m~a:n 
conStruction and running _costs besides possible 
ms of. noise an<i separation n¢:ar- the ~ds. Therefore, 
::tion ratios between about 6 and 9 are- normally 
t least for the S:maller tunnels. 
:ross~sectional 'shape 
' contraction wit'P, a non~cir~~ar- croSS~Sec_ijon:. th_e 
car the walls tends t~ migrate la~al~, especiaJ1y 
:omers <>f a polygol)al section. In ap.y case the 
ary layers near the c.orners will 1Je !UQ!'e ·liable tg 
te. HoWever, recent lnvestigatlcin« M~ta, 191~} 
ht this goes not <lause a problei!tlD. j).· 'i!'~c\kli!l$£!.ed 
c<>ntraction; the effect of boundB:r)rla~?D~gr:~tlQn 
•ntraction whose cross,sectionll! aspect ~atio llbatlges 
its length can be reduc.ed by addin!f ~mall 45'' 
cotner fillets-,, b_ut. rapid terminati-on of these 'in th.e 
working_ section. must :be _avoided. 
Two-Qlmensional C\))ltractions a:r• sotuetiroes PJ:eferred 
on tunnels nsed for boun,d:uy l~<lfer stqdies, where the 
working section is wide hut .shallow. However, if the 
boun<)ar~' llllYI!l'S a:re thick, the plane walls tend to <fuvelop 
strong: l!l'eoudary. flows. Also,. 2·D oontr~ctions require 
about 45% more ·length to aMain the same uniformitY of 
presstir~ dishibuti~n a;S .a:x:isyrrn;;;-ettJc ones. 
!1.4, Wall Shape 
8.4.1. T,.,•ret!~;u d••lgn 
The &<>!Utl<>n. of the · Lapla~ equation or the Stokes-
Beltrami equation i~ relatively ea~Y for simple geotueJ:ries 
and m~ny anaLytical soluti<>ns have. be<m. derived. With 
the Ori$el of compnters manY nmiterical schemes have also 
been· proposed .. Fqr. a review see Mehta (1978). 
There is no :wholly satisfactory method of theoretical 
wall shape ~igl), ·~.distinct frmit analysis. Tile ~ppliea­
tion of all these methods requires the establishment of 
som!' crite;lll and then tlie applieation of trial-and-error 
techniques :'for wbiclrlimited guidance is given. 
M.2, I>O#gn by .eye 
Designers have ofte11 used the rather unscientific method 
of d~sillfi. ]ly l>Y"· N9fe thai. the actual form of a. M~c 
tracti\))1 COJ!!Oll~ iS· not ¥ery important except n.;ar the 
ends, and-_ tbat ·smo_othness<iil- c_ontour sh-ape _is mucll -more 
i!llpOrtl\nt. than eXl!.ct <li!ll~!!slons. In gene:tal the Wall 
radii of qurvature sho'U)d he less at the narrow end. and 
each end !DDst join the pa;-allel sections so smoothly 
that at lea~t the first and secol)d derivatives of the 
curve are zeco (or v:uy small) at the ends. 
9. WORKING S~CTIOIIIS 
Working section de8i,!1n is totally dependent on the re· 
quirement,< 0f the frU!iVidual experi!Uenter. Blo:Wer tunnels 
are more fiexible in accepting a variety of working 
sectiPnS: (with and With®;! exit diffusers). 
The fio.w out of a contraction often takes. a, dl~<:e 
equival<mt to about Q, 5 diameters before the n<m· 
uniior!Uities a:re r~duFed btll(}W an accepinl;>le lev0l; A:tso, 
if a tuib!lleoce gr.id is inst!alled, it may take \1P to 1(1..1'5 
lengths before .. a horo.ogene.ous flow is obllWled. 
req].li;ements ·.often .. fiil<i the ·miuimnm.Ionl\lli Q:f•tl!e 
;,~~~4~~s~ecu~· o~n~.~The~· ·~streamwise pressure gradient is best !tJ.pe:red fillets, 
· !flOUtit removable side panels on 
•ections whiCh makes 
and . safer, . . 
to (Yelocit;r)', change 
mearr vei9Cit;r{ Iift 
mean velo~ty and 
on the effective 
o.n a. comp1ete air· 
tunnel is, minimised 
to IJeight is ;/2 
of tho breadth) 









,'Sro'tikestacks can -'liave _a 
jth-to'height ratio less than unity, although the ratio 
1odel breadth to tunnel breadth must still be kept 
I to minimise interference. 
ESTIMATION OF TUNNEL POWER FACTOR 
ng dedded the size and configuration of a wind 
el. the next design step is to estimate tbe. tunnel 
~r factor, A (equal to H/fp0 U,/A 4 , wbere B .is the 
input power and subscript o refers to· working sec~ 
conditions) so that the fan and drive Unit can be 
ted. It is difficult, but in fact not essential) to estimate 
?OWer factor very accurately; adequate extra power 
be installed to cope with a variety of model or 
:ing section configurations, not known in advance. 
'he pressure losses in a wind tunnel are due to diffuser 
s, resistive components such as screens, and .friction 
he tunnel walls. The total preSSure loss due to each 
)Onent can be estimated separatelY, and then summed 
divided by the blower efficiency 'YJ• typically 0·8, to 
the tunnel power factor. Typical values for a tunnel 
ar to that shown in Fig. t(b) are given below. 
Losses due to skin friction. 
where S is the duct local perimeter and remember~ 
lng that the area ratio is the reciprocal of the velocity 
r.:~tio. It is normally only necessary to estimate skin 
friction losses in the working section (A /A,= 1). 
Those in the diffusers are normally accourited for 
in the efficiency and the other components do not 
contribute significantly. 
Therefore, 'YJ!l.A,:;,: CtSL I A, where L is tbe work-
ing section length. Typical value: 7]AA1 ~ 0·07, 
assuming cl ~ 0. 003. 
Losses due to screens, honeycomb and corner~vanes. 
So for a tUnnel with four screens (two in the widefi 
angle diffuser with A !A, =4 a.nd 6 respectively) 
each with K=l·S (for U=S-10 m/s), and a honey· 
comb with K=0·5 we have, taking c=9, typical 
value: 'Y}!J.A,.=0·18 (the screen at A/A,.=4 contri-
butes 0 · 094). 
Loss of total head in the exit diffuser. 
where TJn is the ~iffu.o;;er efficiency._ This is a loss. due 
to the 'inefficiency of the diffuser in transforming 
kinetic energy into 'pressure energy' and, is c;ause~ 
by boundary layer growth and non-uniformity of 
the flow. The effiCiency of a. wide-angle diffuser 
with screens is generally negative but .Ap is small. 
For a conical diffuser with A...........-2· 5 and 26~5Q, 
Cockrell and Markland (1974) suggest 7]z>=0 ·S, but 
this may be lower for diffusers with rect>:ngular 
cross-sections, typical value : 7]!l.A. =0 · 25 f6r 
7)n=0·7 and A =2·5. 
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(iv) L.oss of total head at the exit of an open-Circuit 
tunnel .. 
In .an open~circuit tunnel, the amount of kinetic 
energy lo~t- at the exit and dissipated intO heat adds 
to. the total losses. -
'Y)D.I\,= (' ~· ) ' 
... 
[ = 1 for blower tunnels with no exit diffuser], 
typical value: ?)f1A,=0·16 for A=2·5. 
Therefore the estimated overall tunnel power factor, 
• 
It =:!; D.A•/7]=0· 825 for the tunnel considered 
11""1 
(with an exit diffuser), taking 'YJ = 0 · 8. 
Once the tunnel power factor has been estimated and 
the required fan static press~e rise determined, one can 
set a bo11t the selection of the optimum fan size. The 
dynamic pressure rise through a blower is usually ignored 
and can be thought of as a safety factor in the cal~ulations. 
The fan outlet flow will be least turbulent when the fan 
is operating near x:naxi:muin efficiency. fan .efficiency is a 
function .. of the dimensionless flow rate; the pressure rise 
coefficient is a (weak) function of the dimensionless fiow 
rate also. so that requiting maximum efficiency 
spe_cifies_ both dimensionless fiow rate and pressUre rise 
coefficient. So fot a given re:<}'uired flOw rate and pres-
sure rise,. two . eqQat,ions ar~ _obtained which can be solved 
to give the fa.n size and optimum operating rpm. In 
practice the manufacturer's performance charts should 
be searched for a fan size (a.nd rpm) giving near maxi-
mum efficiency 'fOr the required flow rate and presSure 
rise. 
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REDUCTION OF TURBULENCE IN WIND TUNNElS 
BY Huo:a: L. D.aTDJ!lN 
SUMMARY I stat~d that Eiffel.'s published value was obviously in 
f nonmathemaiical outlin~ iB gi'IJMI of modem error, probably a misprint, and that the true value was 
to the nal'llre of the q[ect uj IIL1'bul6'11ce, a'lld their 0.44 or nearly three times as great. Eiffel replied that 
m. the desirability of tlssigning wi'lld lwnnels for the published value was correct and made further 
large turbulence. &-periments made on ~par- experiments on spheres of different diameters at several 
Wid t'Unml for the 1J'U1"POBB of reducing the tur- wind speede which showed certain anomalous features, 
re described, to illuetrate the influence uj certain now fa.miliar to students of aerodynamics. 
n the magnitude of the t!L1'bulence. Moderate The first clue to the explanation of the discrepancy 
gn the size, shape, ~'lid wall thiclmess uj cells was given by Wieselsberger (reference 3) who showed 
o'fleJICOmb were fou'lld to hare little q[ect. The that he could obtain results in the Gottingen wind 
of a room honeycomb at the entrance was also of tunnel similar to those obtained by Eiffel. He aooom-
le in reducing the t·urbulence. The turbula'I'ICB , plished this by producing a disturbance ahead of the 
r with increasing diBtance between the honey- I sphere by placing an open-mesh screen across the air 
I the me~ng stalion. Afurlher decrease was · stream in front of the sphere, or by placing a wire ring 
by using a large area. reduelion in the entrumce on the surface of the sphere in a. plane perpendicular 
~ the honeycomb at the extreme 6'/ltrance 6nd. to the wind directJon. By these and numerous other 
eaBUrem6'11ts uf l'llrbulence were made by the 'USB • experiments it has been established that the air resist-
a and a!Ho by ths UBe uj the hot wire anemometer I a.nce of a. sphere depends not only on the diameter of 
bed in Reference 5. The prBBent work was CO'II- the sphere, the speed, density, and visoosity of the sir 
ith the cooperalion a'lld fina.ncial assista.nc~ of but also on the turbulence of th~ air stream. 
mal AduU!ory Oommitteefor Aeronautics. , Anothertypeofbodyforwhich widely varying results 
1 have been obtained in different wind tunnels is the 
INTRODUCTION streamline body exemplified bytheairplanestrutand the 
1bject of turbulence is one of great interest in airship hull. Values obtained a.t the National Physical 
of aerodynamics, and many investigations are 
1 
La.bora.tory for the resistance of streamline bodies 
ess in the aerodynamical laboratories of the appeared to be on a lower level than values obtained 
1 various aspects of the subject. The recent at the wind tunnel of the Washington Navy Yard, and 
'onal cooperative measurements inaugurated • the nature of the scale effect was quite different. In 
te auspices of the National Physical Labora- 1923 the National Physical Laborat~ry began the 
lreat Britain have shown that turbulence is a circulation of two airship models for comparative tests 
r considerable importance in det~ the in a large number of the wind tunnels of the world. 
lting on bodies in an sir stream, and the obief The results in the United Sts.tes wind tunnels (refer-
of the day is whether i~ is desirable to have ence 4) show variations of 50 per cent from a mean 
small turbulence in wind tunnels. value and it has recently been shown by experiment 
aoognition of the effect of turbulence in wind (reference 5) that these differences a.re due tO differ-
xperiments came about somewhat as follows: encea in the turbulence of the several wind tunnels. 
1e year 1911, Eiffel (reference 1) measured the While these two examples illustrat~ the large effects 
tance of a sphere in his newly constructro of turbulence in wind tunnel experiments, the dis-
mel and published the value of the resistance covary of the effect itself is much older. Osborne 
1t as 0.18.' A year later, Fl!ppl of the Aero- Reynolds (reference 6), in his study of flow in pipes, 
1 Institut~ at Gottingen (reference 2), in a records the first observations of the effect. For a 
son of results with the Eiffel Labora.tory, sufli.ciently small Reynolds Number (product of the 
8 ooefl!olmt equals...,...., <hided by""'......, ot........uonst mean speed by the diameter divided by the kinematic oot,.......,.. . viscosity), the flow in a pipe is laminar a.nd takes place 
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in accordance with the laws of hydrodynamics for the Modern views as to the nature of the effect of tur-
st<lady flow of a viscous liquid. At large Reynolds bulence.-As a background for the discussiOI! of the 
Numbers, the flow is eddying and the movements of relative advantages and disadvantages q.f having small _ 
finite "molar" masses of the fluid as well as move- or large turbulence in wind tunnels, it is necessary 
moo.ts of single molecules transfer momentum from to outline briefly the modem conception of the nature 
one layer of the fluid to. another. In a definite experi- of the effect of turbulence. ·The views here pre-
mental arrangement, the transition from one regime sented hardly have the status of a well-de\·olopod 
of flow to the other occurs at a definite value of the theory, and some of the details may be subject to 
Reynolds Number, irrespective of the individual values controversy. The outline, however, is belisved to be 
of the speed, diameter of the pipe, and viscosity and substantially correct, and represents a combination 
density of the fluid. When a· disturbance (turbu- of the contributions of many investigators including 
lence) is present in the incoming flow, the value of the Prari.dtl, von Karman, Burgers, and others. 
critical Reynolds Number is found to depend on the The starting point is the boundary layer .tlteory of 
magnitude of the disturbance, decreasing as the tur- Praridtl. It had long qeen noted that in a )arge part 
bulence increases until a certain lower limit is reached, of the field of flow of air or water at tnoderately largo 
beyond which further increase of turbulence has little ReyitoldsNumbers, the dissipation of energy is negligi-
effect. The turbulence in the incoming flow may be ble and therefore that the effects of tho viscosity of the 
produced by objects placed near the entrance of the fluid are negligible. There must, however, be some 
pipe, by honeycombs across the pipe, or by the shape effect of viscosity on tJ1e flow, else there would be no 
of tho entrance itself. The resistance coeffi.cient of a drag. It occUlTed to Prandtl to assume that the 
pipe is a function of the turbulence as well as of the effects of viscosity are confined to a thin layer or 
Reynolds Number, and for a certain range of Rey- skin close to the surface of the body and to introduce 
nolds Numbers the effect is very large indeed. this assumption in tho general equations of motion 
The information now available on the. effect of of a.__yiscous fluid. The result is a series of equations 
turbulence clears up many puzzling discrepancies in giving tJte velocity distribution in the layer, tho 
wind tunnel results, and indicates that no standardiza- thickness of the layer or equivalent parameter, nnd 
tion of wind tunnels can result until a standard value the .akin friction on the surface when the pressure 
of the turbulence is adopted and methods are known distribution along the body is known. The results 
for controlling the turbulence in a given wind tunnel. of t]:tis theory have bee'!- abundantly confirmed by _ 
The title of this paper suggests .that the turbulence experhnent for parts of the layer not too far from the 
in wind tunnels should be as small as possible, a view· point-of o_rigin at the nose or lee.dini odie of tb.e.body. 
that is not at all unanimously accepted, and the Two phenomena intervene to make the formulas 
object of this paper is to present the arguments for invalid for the entire boundary layer. The first is the 
and against this view and to indicate by experiments phenomenon of separation, which takes place when tho 
on a particular wind tunnel how a small turbulence pressure outside the layer increases downstronm. 
may bo secured. I The fluid particles near the wall are dragged alpng by 
The turbulence in a given wind tunnel has far- ' the friction of the neighboring particles but are re-
reaching effects on the results of measurements made tarded by the pressure. As tho boundary layer 
in that tunnel. Not only will the value of the force thickeps the xetarding effoct becomes predominant 
coefficients at a given Reynolds Number be dependent and finally causes a reversal of the flow. The reversal 
on the value of the turbulence, but the whole nature of flow, on account of the consequent acownulation 
of the variation of the force coefficient with Reynolds 1 of fluid, separat<lS the flow from the surface, a.s observed 
Number (i. e., the scale effect curve), on which the on cylinders, and on airfoils at large angles of attack. 
extrapolation to full scale depends, is governed by the The O!lSet of separation .is predicted by the equations 
amount of the turbulence. As is well known, the of Prandtl, but the phenomena following the occur-
scale effect on an airship model in a wind tunnel·of renee of separation introduce wide departures from 
large turbulence shows a c.oefficient decreasing as the the assumptions on which Prandtl's equations are 
Reynolds Number increases, whereas in a tunnel of derived. 
small turbulence the coefficient is much lower and The second phenomenon not contemplated in tlte 
usually increases with increasing Reynolds Number basic assumptions is the onset of eddying !low in the 
at the higher Reynolds Numbers. While the effects boundary layer. The flow described by Prandtl's 
of turbulence are large only for certain types of bodies, equations is laminar. Momentum is transferrad from 
it is reasonably certain that an effect is present in all one layer .to another by the motions of single molecules 
cases, although often its magnitude is extremely small. whose total effect is integrated in the viscosity cool-
Under these circmnstances the importance of know- ficient. The experiments of Burgers and his pupil 
ing the value of the turbulence in every wind tunnel v. d. Hegge Zijnen show that the flow becomes eddying 
experiment is obvious. and that so long as the turbulence of the approaching 
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is not altered, the transition occu:rs when the 
is Number formed from the speed at the 
of the boundary ls.yer and the thickness of 
mdary layer reachee a certain critical value. 
itical value depends, howaver, on the till'-
. of the approaching stream, decreasing as the 
nee increases. · 
)nset of eddying flow in th& boundary layer, if 
:>g b&for& separation of th& layer, modifies the 
of separation. In the eddying motion there 
re thorough mixing of the air particles, and the 
action of the outer layers on the inner ls.yers 
he surface of the body) is greater. The air 
~oundary layer is thus enabled t<J flow farther · 
an adverse pressure gradient and the process 
1ra.tion is delayed. The dslayed sepam tion 
ld by tha eddying motion in th& boundary 
responsibls for the great ;ariation of the drag 
mt of spheree and cylinders in the critical 
The hastening of the onset of eddying flow 
boundary layer is responsibla for the effect of 
nee on the sir resistance of spheree. 
preceding matters ara presented in a more tech-
~&nner in reference 6, which includes a dato&il.ed 
tion to spheres and airship models. It should 
!d here that tha mechanism of the breakdown of 
rinar boundary layer and of the effect. of tur-
1 is not yet fully understood. Tha author 
; that the mechanism is essentially the same as 
,curring in the phenomenon of separation, and 
.e breakdown woUld not occur if thera were no 
tion of the air speed at the edge of the boundary 
Tha observed fluctuations of speed at a. fixed 
aay .be taken as an indication that a.t any one 
,era ara variations of speed along tha outer edge 
boundary layer. With the speed variations 
rill be associated varia.tions of pressure, and in 
ions where the speed is decreasing, the pressure 
1 increasing. Th& magnituda of the pressure 
1t depends on the amplitude and frequency of 
1ed fluctuations, increasing as either increasee. 
1ufficien t distance from the leading edge, tha 
!SS of the boundary layer will be such that there 
a reversal of the direction of flow near the Stll'-
those places where the pressure is increasing 
'l'eam. Larger speed fluctuations bri:ng larger 
·e gradients and an earlier reversal of flow. It 
very probable that such a reversal would give 
the formation of eddies. This thoory has not 
been subjected to any mathematical check, and 
discussed in another paper. 
IIJIJl turbulence desira.ble?-In the light of this 
tion of the action of turbulence, the question 
's to the amount of turbulence that is most to ba 
. in wind tunnel experiments. At the ls.rge 
:ds Numbers encountered in full.,;cale airplanes 
ships, the flow in the boundary layer is bound to 
be eddying over most of the body since the critical 
Reynolds Number is·reached a.t a comparatively short 
distance from the nose. In wind-tunnel experiments, 
the flow in the boundary layer is likely to be laminar 
over most of the surface, especially if the turbulence is 
small. This difference in the character of the flow in 
the boundary layer often givas rise to large differences 
between force coefficients observed for the model and 
for the full-scale body. For example, the angle of 
attack at which burbling (i. e. separation) occu:rs on 
airfoils, especially thick airfoils, is often much smaller 
for the model. 
The first suggestion which occurs to anyone receiving 
this information for the first time is to build wind 
tunnels with a high degree of turbulence, so that eddy-
ing flow will be estab)ished throughout most of the 
boundary layer. It is assumed that this procedure will 
give at small Reynolds Numbers a flow more like the 
flow of a nonturbulent air stream at large Reyriolds 
Numbers than is the flow which is obtained at the same 
small Reynolds Numbers with small turbulence. Or 
it me.y be argued that turbulence is always present in 
the atmosphere and that this condition should be 
represented in the model experiments. It has been 
claimed for several wind tunnels that the turbulence in 
them is exactly ths t of the atmosphere, because of the 
agreement of extrapolated model coefficients with full-
scale coefficients in a few cases. This is a specious 
argument, for the turbulence in the atmosphere is a 
highly variable quantity, and at any one place is 
different at different times. Furthermore, because of 
the effect of turbulence on the form of the "scale-
effect" curve, it is possible to obtain the same e.'ttra-
polated full.,;eals value from model values observed 
in different wind tunnels, even when the model valuee 
differ widely. For example, if the drag of an airship 
model is measured in a highly turbulent wind tunnel, 
the drag coefficient will be found to decrease with 
increasing Reynolds Number, and the extrapolated 
value for the full.,;cale Reynolds Nmnber will be con-
siderably lower than any of the measured values. If 
the drag of the same model is measured in a. wind tunnel 
with small turbulence, the drag coefficient will be found 
to be lower than in the highly turbulent wind tunnel 
and tha variation with Reynolds Number will be small. 
The full-scale ;alue will then be assumed the same as 
the measured value, and it may happen that this value 
agrees closely with tha full.,;cale value extrapolated 
from the turbulent wind-tunnel observations. 
The argument for the use of wind tunnels with Is.rge 
turbulence is based on a great eimplification of the 
actual phenomena, a simplification which is helpful 
a.t the beginning of a. study of tha problem, and is useful 
to nontechnical readers, but which often leads to 
misunderstanding. The words "laminar" and "eddy-
ing" are used to dis~h between two g~neral types 
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.re not identical; furthermore, different parts of one 
nd the same b01mdary layer having eddying flow are 
.ot identical. The skin friction per unit area, the 
hickness, and the velocity distribution vary from 
'oint to point. The classifice.tion of flows into laminar 
Let tis form the average value, d V, taken without 
regard to sign, in accordance with the definition 
nd eddying is only a very rough and general claesi- where t is the time a.nd T is a time interval w hicih is 
.cation; there is always a transition region between large in comparison with the period of the fluctuations 
he two, in which the flow can not be unambiguously of speed. dV is nothing more than a particular kind 
ssigned to either classification. Thus while in a very of average value of the deviation of the speed from 
·eneral way, an increase in turbulence has an effect 1 
imilar to the effect of an increase of Reynolds Number, im mean value, V; 1/2 p W, p being the density of the 
, detailed examination (see for example reference 5) all-, is the amount by which the kinetic energy of the 
hows that the resemblance is only superficial. air exceeds what it would ho.ve been ho.d the velocity 
Wieselsberger (reference 7} presents the arguments been J)Onstant and of value V. In reference 5, the 
or a small turbulence as follows. "It has not yet . dV . 
1een definitely ascertained as to whether, in the case of I quantity V was defined as the turbulenc~, and 1t was 
xperiments with models, the turbulence is an. a~ van- showri that the forces on spheres and streamline models 
age under all cireumstances and has the se.me effect I can be correlated With its value. 
s the increasing of the Reynolds Number, since the 
o.formation on this subject is still (Hl25) insufficient. 1·0 
' 
I I 
t is quits conceivable, however (and this possibility 
~ust be taken into account}, that, in certain cases, the 
jr stream is affected by the turbulence in quite a 
lifferent and perhaps undesirable manner. Besides, 
re often have to· test in the wind tunnel full-scale 
'bjects, such as radiators, spars, and landirig gear 
1a.rts. In these cases, a turbulent stream would give 
. wrong idea of the actual relations. A turbulence-free 
ir stream is also necessary for testing and calibrating 
~struments (for example, air-speed meters). Lastly, I 
~ may be remarked that a nonturbulent flow is very i 
asily rendered turbulent to any desired degree by the ! 
1terposition of a screen of Wire or thread, if required i 
lr certain experiments, while the reverse is not so I 
asily accomplished. We see, therefore, that the .1 
'reference must unquestionably be given a wind tunnel I 
rith as amooth an air flow as possible." l 
Little needs to be added to this clear statement. It i · 
" 
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FlG"tJU 1.-~atfve senslt.lrlt:r ol hot-wire anemometer to perlod[o nrfltloDII m 
&peed,· The otU'V8I a.pp]y to U1e apparataa desarllled !n N. A. o. A. Teohnleel 
Report No. 3'2, and the one of ohief lntereat Is ~at labeled compasated. 'l"be 
DPl*'Inost wrve fndloatas the Iosa due to distortion 1D the amptlner: Ule.rtmalll!q 
l.osala dna to delecta or tba oompensating clrca1t. Tbelower carve ahowa the ro-
&ponse when no oompeDS~~tlon llllntrodaoed 
mphasizes again that turbulence is an mportant 1 The turbulence was measured by a hot-wire ano-
lctor, whose value needs to be known. The adoption I mometer and associated apparatus. The sensitivity 
f small turbulence as an ideal to be songht in the of such apparatus to variations in speed is constant 
esign of wind tunnels does not preclude the possi- up to a frequency of 100 per second, and then decreases 
Hity and desirability in many cases of carrying on rapidly, somewhat as shown in Figure 1. (Conse-
xperiments with a large turbulence. quently, when used in a stream containing variations 
The measurement of turbulenoe.-ln the preced- of widely different frequencies, its indications refer 
1g discussion the word turbulence has been used, mainly to the variations having the lower frequencies.) 
<ithout precise definition, in the general sense of any This curve was determined by the method of refer-
eparture from the ideal conditions of steady and uni- ence 8. _ 
Jrm flow. In the absence of more complete know!- The considerations at the end of the section on 
dge of the mechanism of the breakdown of laminar "Modern views as to the nature of the effect of tur-
ow and the onset of eddying flow, no completely bulenco" lead to the conclusion that fluctuations of 
itisfactory definition can be given. At any point in high frequency are more effective in causing breakdown 
!te airstream, the speed varies with the time in a very of the laminar flow than are those of low frequency, and 
Tagular manner, about some mean value, V. At any it has been suggested by other investigators that the 
lStant the speed differs from the mean value by an frequencies of importance are much higher than 100 
mount A V, which varies from instant to instant. cycles per second. The correlation of the force-
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rements with the meB!l amplitude of fluctuation stream, working section, and downstream in Figure 2, 
asured is, then, to be regarded as indicating except for arrangement No. 3 where only the up-
. that both the forces and the mean amplitude of stream and downstream runs were made. For ar-
~equency fluctuations vary with the "real" J.'angements 1, 2, 4, and 5 a 5-inch sphere was used, 
ll!lce. Thls int<ll'pretation may be the correct whereas for arrangements 3 and 6 a sphere 8.6 inches 
As yet, we have no experl.m.ental evidence for or in diameter was used. The sameexperimentalarrange-
~it. Experiments are now in progress at the ment.was used for both spheres, namely, thatshownin 
1 of Standards, and also in Holland (reference Figure 4 of reference 5 for the 8.6-inch sphere, a 
an attempt to extend the frequency range downstream spindle suspended by 4 wires arranged in 
determine the "spectral distribution" of the 2 V's, with a shielded counterweight from a fifth wire . 
. tions. The drag was computed from the downstream defiec-
.surements on spheres have often been used as a tion of the system and the weight. The drag of the 
ctive method for the comparison of the tur- spindle was measured with the sphere det-ached but 
a in different wind tunnels. It was suggest* supported in front of the spindle. The results are 
!renee 5 that sphere results be expressed by expressed in the usual manner as a plot of the drsg 
the Reynolds Number for which the drag coefficisnt, 0", against the logarithm to base 10 of 
ent of the sphere is 0.3. For the experimental l the Reynolds Number, R. 
o be described in thls paper, both methods of · 
ing turbulence have been used, namely, the 
method, and that of the hot-wire anemomet-er. 
:ription of wind tunnel and modif!cationa.-The 
~ar wind tunnel selected for experiments on 
duction of turbulence was the 54-inch wind 
of the Bureau of Standards, which was known 
a.._ =---....-7F __ 
"' lJ' .!. P V' 4 2 
R=VD 
• 
l a fairly large turbulence. When the measure- where F is the drag force, D the diameter of the 
were begun, the tunnel was in the condition sphere, V the air speed, P the density of the air, and v 
,ed in reference li and as shown in !llT8.nge- I tha kinematic viscosity of the air. The results for the 
lo. 1 on Figure 2. The features t{) be noted are I six arrangements are given in Figures 3 to 8, inclusive. 
atively small and abrupt are& reduction in tha 
1 
It was suggested in reference 5 that the eritical 
:e cone and the presence of an upstream honey- Reynolds Number for a sphere be defined as the value 
:0. the straight portion of the tunnel. In ar- ' of the Reynolds Number at which the drag coefficient 
cent No. 2 a honeycomb of paper tubes 1 inch is 0.3. Tha values so obtained from the curves shown 
cet~ and 4 inches long was installed in the room in Figures 3 to 8 are given in Table I. 
o the tunnel inlet. This honeycomb was a Table I also contains the turbulence as measured 
.te of the one already in place at the exit end. by the hot-wire anemometer. The values given are 
rngement No. 3 the upstream honeycomb in the mean fluctuation of the speed at e. given point 
aight portion of the tunnel was removed. In expressed as a percentage of the mean speed. Each 
llD.ent No. 4 an upstream honeycomb of round value represents the mean of two or more runs, each 
1f galvanized iron 3 iuches in diameter and 12 run consisting of observations at 6 to 10 speeds. 
'.ong was installed as far upstream as practicable. For example, the value for arrangement 4, upstream, 
tngement No. 5 the upstream honeycomb of namely, 1.6, is the mean of the following results for 
round cells was removed and replaced by a 6 runs, 1.67, 1.68, 1.61, 1.77, 1.28, 1.31. The value 
omb made of paper tubes 1 inch in diameter and for the fifth run, 1.28, is the mean of the following 
IS long. In arrangement No. 6 the entrance values, 1.55, 1.28, 1.10, 1.27, 1.27, 1.26, 1.45, 1.29, 
~completely rebuilt. The entrance was made 1.23, 1.22, 1.27, while that for the fourth run, 1.77, 
u!l in cross section, 10 feet between opposite is the mean of 1.64, 1.87, 1.78, 1.86, 1.80, 1.72, 1.75, 
md a honeycomb of 4-inch square cells, 12 and 1.73. As stated in reference 5, the values for a 
Long, was place<l, immediat-ely at the entrance. given run are in general more consistent among them-
.trance was pieced in the plane of the room selves then the values for different runs. The averages 
omb already in place. It will be noted that are given only to the first decimal place and it is 
oerences between arrangements 1, 2, 3, 4, and believed th&t they are correct to ± 0.2. 
1 the honeycombs alone, whereas arrangement The information in the table needs t{) be supple-
' & radical change in the form of the entrance mented, especially for arrangements 3 and 5. The 
RESULTS 
drag of a sphere was measured for a number of 
Mia at each of the pof!itions designated as up-
sphere results apparently indicate that a tunnel 
without e. honeycomb is the least turbulent. The 
observations in Figure 5 do not, however, tell the 
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very interesting manner, the sphere moving in 
!l'ks from one position of equilibrium to another. 
'he observations represent the condition prevailing 
1r the longest time. It is believed that the turbu-
>nce is very small in general, but that frequent 
isturbences sweep through the tunnel and break 
own the laminar flow in the boundary layer of the 
3 
' ......._ 




14 18 22 28 30 
This behavior was in marked contrast to that of 
arrangement 6. The fluctuations of the manometers 
for arrangement 6 are reduced to a fraction of those 
obsen:ed for arrangement 1. Maximum deviations in 
ciili.bration runs are rarely as much as 1 per cent, and 
mean deviations are only 0.3 per cent. 
Ths observations in Table I give new data on the 
calibration of a sphere as an instrument for measuring 
turbulence. The data, excluding the points marked 
"b," which have already been discussed, are plotted 
in Figure 9, together with the two points for the other 
wind tunnels at the Bureau of Standards as given in 
reference 5. All o! the points fit a smooth curvo 
(elightly different from that o! reference 5) within th& 
· accuracy claimed for the observations. Six of the 
thirteeLn points are near the estimated maximum devi-
ation and lend a little support to the view that tho fre-
quenciiis of the fluctuations may be of importance. Reynolds Number )C JO-• 
:flo-u:u 9.-Rernolds Number wileD CA !or sphere 19 0.3, aa a 
function of tha tarbulence 
1here. The taking of observations was difficult and 
me-consuming. The same bellavior was indicated 
; the hot wire. Here, however, the period of the 
>paratua was s9 grsat (30 seconds or more) that the 
w values were never recorded. The sphere suapen-
~n was such that its period was only a fow seconds, 
1d the fluctuations could be more accurately observed. 
he operation of the tunnel in this condition was 
und to be impractical. 
· The"inrect of the various modifications on the turbu-
llence {r;ay be seen from Table I to be as follows: The 
.
1
 addition of a room honeycomb at the entrance gave a 
measurable but amall reduction in turbulence. The I complete removal of the honeycomb gives the least 
turbulence, but the flow is subject to temporary dis-
turbances following each other in rapid succession, 
which make operation in this condition impractical. 
Arrangement 4 gives some reduction, but as shown in 
· Figure )0, the reduction is entirely due to increasing 
the distance from the honeycomb. Arrangement 5 
A grsat deal of difficulty was &lao experienced with 
rangement 6 as indicated by the scattering of the 
sults in Figure 7, especially for the upstream posi- I 
m. The trouble was found to be due in part to I 
otion of the honeycomb under the action of the 
Lnd. The paper tubes forming the honeycomb were 
1ally glued together and additional bracing was pro-
dad but the trouble never disappeared 'completely. 
·a consider this honeycomb, or any type of honey-
rob which changes position or deforms, to be. com-
etely unsatisfactory. The hot wire value for the 
•wnetream position with this arrangement is con-
tared unreliable. It is based on a single run taken 
st before trouble developed with the amplifier and 
rough an oversight no further measurements were 
!de in this position. 
Some of the measurements on arrangement 1 (fig. 3) 
10 show a large spread. This arrangement has 
1/"ays shown a peculiar kind of unsteadiness of flow 
which ths speed as recorded by a Pitot tube drops 
· several per cent for periods as long as 15 to 30 see-
ds. Calibration runs have shown individual values 
the ratio of the Pitot-static head to the statio-plate 
ad differing from the mean by as much as 4 per cent 
d mean deviations for 15 or 20 readinga of as much 
1.5 to 2 per oent, so that a large number of runs 
d to be made to secure a precision of 1 per cent. 
-· 
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Oislor'ICe from honeycomb, teet 
l'louu 10.-ReynolcS& Number whaiJ: c.~ tor apbere 19 0.3, as a runctlon or <ll!tance 
from the hOlleycomb tor thaseveraliU'2'8JlleD18Utl 
gives results substantially identical with arrangement 
4. From Figure 10 it appears that the value of the 
Reynolds Number when a.._ for the sphere is 0.3 in 
the upstream position of arrangement 4 is somewhat 
high, a result also indicated by the hot-wire value. 
Arrangement 6 gives considerable improvement. A 
large part of the effect (at least half) is again due to 
:REDUCTION OF TUliBULENCE IN WIND TllNNEUI 565 
ncreased tfistance from the honeycomb ss shown 
gure 10. The remainder ill probably t-o be attrib-
to the lower ini1is.l intensity produced by the 
' speed at the honeycomb. 
CONCLUSION 
.e turbulence in the Bureau of Stands.rds 54-inch 
tunnel at a fixed tfistance from the honeycomb 
wt grea.tly reduced by modifica1ions of the diam-
wall thickness, or shape of the honeycomb cells 
e addition of a room honeycomb. Working at a I 
er tfistance from the honeycomb or moving the 
rcomb upstream is effective in reducing the tur-
,ce. The use of a large area reduc1ion in the en-
e cone with the honeycomb in the slow-speed 
>n gives an additions! reduction of turbulence and 
:reatly improves the gene:ral operating conditions. 
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